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Preliminary Statement.-- Reading is a developmental process, never
learned nor uniformly mastered; therefore, reading instruction must be
carried on in an active fashion at every level. Literature in the field of
general communication and readinp~ cites numerous examples of teachers who
have found it necessary to aid in the development of reading skills needed
on high school and college levels. This fact does not imply that reading
instruction has become poorer, but it does mean that the need for reading
has become greater than ever before and .that reading itself has become
an almost universal process in our culture. According to Sheldon, “It is
less than a hundred years since the ability to read was amark of distinc
tion in a community. Now, there are ever—increasing demands that almost
all our citizenry read.”1
As our society becomes more complex the amount of material to be
read by each individual increases enormously. This fact places a vast
responsibility upon each educational level, for, in order to help students
prepare themselves for the reading tasks ahead, a program must be developed
which offers continuous instruction and development throughout the grades,
high school, college and graduate school.
The present study is concerned with the improvement of the reading
‘william 0. Sheldon, “The Developmental Reading Program,” The English
Record, Vol. IV (Spring, 1954), p. 2.
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of students in a theological seminary. Obviously, the work which these
students will pursue requires unusual competence in the use of reading
skills, and this investigation is conceived for the purpose of paving
the way for a natural and developmental approach to the problem.
Problem. ——This study seeks to work out a program for the improvement
of reading in the three classes of students of Gammon lheologioal Seminary
throughout their three-year course of study.
This study recognizes that seminary students must read to and for
others, thereby putting them in what might be called “a special problem”
area.
Purpose. --Of the number of studies reported on, the investigator has
found none which deals with the reading abilities, problems, and needs of
seminary students. He recognizes this need for adequate data on the
reading abilities of students em’olled in the seminary if valid attempts
are to be made to institute a program designed to improve reading in
struction and to raise the literacy level of seminary students. This
study was initiated to contribute toward the realization of such an
objective. It seeks to secure answers to the following questions:
1. What is the reading ability of Gammon students as
revealed by the test performances of the fifty-four
students at Gammon Theological Seminary?
2. In what areas of the test are these students most
deficient?
3. What differences exist in the general learning ability
of these students ~nd how can materials and methods to
suit these differences found be adapted to these
students?
4. Can better reading ability contribute to these students’
total development?
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5. ~hat reading procedures and materials will be helpful
to those students?
6. Y~hat type or types of reading programs do these find
ings suggest? Developmental, Remedial or both?
Description of School.-- Ganmion Theological Seminary, an institution
of the Methodist Church, is located in the Southeast section of Atlanta,
Georgia, on thirty acres of rolling land. It was founded in 1881 by
Elijah Gammon, and Ganmion Hall, the Seminary’s first building and n~v the
men’s dormitory, was erected in 1883. Gilbert Haven Memorial Library,
1889, Bowen Hall, 1915, and Thirkield Hall, 1923, constitute the physical
plant. All of these buildings are heated by a central heating plant.
Purpose of School.-.-Gamiuon Theological Seminary seeks to prepare
men and women for various fields of Christian service. It is a graduate
school offering courses that lead to the Master of Religious Education,
Bachelor of Divinity a~ Master of Sacred Theology degrees. ~lhile it
places emphasis on the pulpit and pastoral ministry, the Seminary provides
a foundation for ministry in the educational, missionary, institutional,
social and related fields.
The Faculty. --Gammon Theological Seminary ei~1oys nine qualified
instructors to help accomplish her goals. All of these strive to keep
abreast of recent trends in their fields in order that the students might
have the highest type of Seminary training possible.
Students.--At present Ganunon has an enrollment of 54 students, but
her facilities will accommodate twice the number. These students repre
sent 12 different demoninations and are from the District of Columbia,
The West Indies, and the following states: District of Columbia 1; West
Indies 1; Alahaina 5; Arkansas 1; California 1; Florida 3; Georgia 9;
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Illinois 1; Indiana 1, Kentucky 1; Louisiana 2; Mississippi 8; New
Jersey 1; North Carolina 2; South Carolina 10; Tennessee 3; Texas 4; and
Virginia 2. This break-down reveals that our largest number of students
come from Georgia, Mississippi and South Carolina. All students must have
earned a college degree before they are accepted. However, about one-third
come with a deficiency in either philosophy, psychology, or foreign
language and must make up these deficiencies in non—credit courses.
How the Project Caine About.--During the first half of the semester
of the school year 1953-1954, a faculty meeting centered around the dis
cussion of the students’ poorly written papers and examinations was held.
The problems of reading and writing were recognized by all of the in
structors. Numerous solutions to the problems were suggested.
The Dean of Instruction called the faculty’s attention to the
“English Usage” course in the catalog and was given permission to find a
person to teach the course as a probable solution to the probl~u. This
course is one in remedial E~glish and has as its major emphasis grammar.
Reading was a sort of by-product. The course is required of Juniors in
their second semester and is done without credit.
The course proved to be inadequate, and all the factors or causes
for this inadequacy have not been ascertained to date.
Thus, through this study it is hoped that a reading progr~n can be
worked out that will help to bring some answers to this problem.
Description of Tes-bs.--The tests were selected by a non-faculty
person who had skills in testing. After understanding what we were try
ing to accomplish, this person selected the Anny General Classification
Test which seeks through verbal and non-verbal factors to ascertain how
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quickly and correctly the subjects can think and the Cooperative English
Test which emphasizes writing and reading.
HOre then is a more detailed description of the tests.
The Ariny General Classification Test: First Civilian Edition, is
designed as a measure of general learning ability. Three types of test
problems are employed: vocabulary, to measure the verbal factor,
arithmetic word problems, to measure the reasoning factor, and block count
ing, to measure the space factor. The vocabulary and arithmetic problems
are presented verbally, and the space problems pictorially.
The Cooperative English Test1 is a comprehensive instrument designed
to measure the following factors: Test A, “Mechanics of Expression”;
Test B, “Effectiveness of Expression”; Test C, “Reading Comprehension”.
Test A: “Mechanics of Expression” concerns matters of correct usage
in grammar and syntax, punctuation, capitalization, and spelling.
Test B: “Effectiveness of Expression” attempts to measure those
factors in ability to express oneself effectively. These factors include
the development of good judgment with regard to the construction of strong
and effective sentences, and a certain feeling for style, diction, and
ability to organize materials effectively.
Test C: “Reading Comprehension” includes recognition, vocabulary
and reading comprehension and provides four separate scores. The Vocabu
lary Score indicates the extensiveness of the individual’s word knowledge.
The Speed of Comprehension Score represents the rate at which an individual
1Cooperative English Test: Single Booklet Edition Higher and Lower
Levels, All Forms. Princeton, New Jersey.
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has attempted to comprehend the test n~terial and his success in compre
hending it. The Level of Comprehension Score provides a measure of the
ability of the student to comprehend materials of increasing difficulty
at the rate at which he chooses to work. The Total Reading Score is a
composite score.
Definition of Terms . --It requires three years of study to complete
requirements for the Bachelor of Divinity degree here at Gammon. The
three classes are listed as “Juniors” and the term designates the first
year students; “Middlers,” second year students; and “Seniors,” third year
students who are nearing graduation.
The word “intelligence” as used in this study refers to inductees
who made a score of 50 or more on the Army General Classification Test,
for the Armyconsiders inductees who make the score of 50 or above as
persons who can work without close supervision.
Procedure.--The Army General Classification Test and The Cooperative
English Test were given by the Testing Instructor secured by Gammon
Theological Seminary to the Junior, Middler, and Senior students in
September and February of the school year 1955-1956. The students’ median
standard scores were placed on cards or tabulated. They were then con
verted into percentile scores by means of the standardized scale found in
the Test Manual. Frequency tables were set up for each Junior, Middler,
and Senior group in the three sub-test areas.
The tests were used for screening and diagnosis and thus provided
insight into the specific strengths and disabilities of the groups in the
Mechanics of Expression, Effectiveness of Expression, Vocabulary, Speed of
Comprehension, Level of Comprehension, and Level of Intelligence.
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The results were treated statistically for purposes of finding
average performances of the representative groups on the total tests and
on their various components. This analysis of test scores provided the
basis for a proposed reading program for Juniors, Middiers, and Seniors.
Thz~ughout the total procedure the writer’s survey and interpretation
of the literature gave direction and significance to each step. The
section immediately following presents salient points of this review.
Survey of Literature.—-As far as the investigator could ascertain, no
piece of research exactly like this one has been published on the graduate
level; but several studies dealing with some aspects of the present sub
ject may be reviewed for the light they throw on the whole pi~bl~i.
Investigators and students of the subject a~ee that reading is re
quired in about ninety per cent of the work done in school or college
subjects. In English, social studies, science and mathematics, for
example, much time is spent in reading textbooks, additional references
and other materials; hence, to pass these courses, one has to be a reason—
ably good reader. Skillful reading and academic success tend to go hand
in hand. Good students are usually good readers; and good readers are
usually good students. Conversely, many poor students are handicapped by
poor reading ability. Many and varied studies of the reading abilities
of good and poor students have been made. A look at some of them may con—
tribute to an overall understanding of the reading problem.
Witty discovered that at various tines during the past twenty years,
several investigators have pointed out that the reading of a considerable
number of college students was regretably inadequate. Moreover, they have
demonstrated that systematically planned remedial instruction will yield
8
beneficial results. Therefore, they have recommended that colleges and
universities provide comprehensive reading programs calculated to improve
reading ability generally and to give help to students who are extremely
retarded in reading skill. Witty discovered, however, that of the 131
universities, colleges and normal schools to which he sent questionnaires,
less. than one—third of these schools were providing diagnostic and
remedial services.1
Lauer conducted a study among Iowa State students in order to
deterniine to what extent and in what way these students improved their
reading habits under ordinary conditions of study. This study indicated
that students at Iowa State College do not increase in reading rate while
in college unless some regular remedial program is carried out. There was
evidence that students read progressively slower between the freshman
year and senior year. The greatest improvement was found in literature
and non-technical reading. Those who read rapidly in the outset generally
improved most in terms of percentage improvement.2
Goldstein and Justman made a study of the improvement of reading rate
of forty-four students at City College, New York, as a result of remedial
reading. The conclusion was that initially better readers tend to make
the greater improvement in rate of reading.3 Remmers and Stalmaker
1Paul A. Witty, “Practices in Corrective Reading in Colleges and
Universities,” School and Sooie~, LII (1940), 564—68.
2A. R. Lauer, “An Experimental Study of the Improvement in Reading
by College Students,” Journal of Educational Psychology, XXXVII (1946),
665—82.
~ Goldstein and J. Justman, “A Classroom Approach to the Improve
ment of Reading of College Students,” Journal of Educational Psyoholo~r,
XXXIII (1942), 506—16.
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conducted an experiment to determine what changes occurred in speed and
comprehension of Purdue University students as a result of remedical
exercises. Their findings were that there was a decided tendency for the
speed scores to parallel the comprehension scores.’ A similar stuiy was
conducted at Yale and Harvard Colleges among 839 freshmen. After thirteen
or fourteen hours of training it was found that many students were able
to double their speed of reading without lowering their ability to corn-
2
prehend.
A~nmons and Hieronymous made a study of 167 freshmen at the University
of Iowa to evaluate reading gains as the result; of a developmental reading
program. This group was compared with a control group of 42 students who
were given the same test, but no reading instruction. The tests given
were the Bloomer’s Rate and Comprehension Test, the Iowa Silent Reading
Test and the Michigan Speed Test. The experimental group made significant
gains in three of the sub—test areas of the Iowa Silent Reading Test, that
3
is to say, in speed, paragraph comprehension, and sentence meaning. Weber
conducted a similar experiimant to determine the improvement in reading
ability among 44 freshmen at Wells College, who were given remedial in
struction. The gains of the experimentals were compared with scores of
‘H. El. Remmers and J. M. Stalmaker, “~ai Experimental in Remedial
Exercises at the College Level,” School Review, ~Q~VIII (1928), 797—800.
2E. A. Bond, “The Yale-Harvard Freshmen Speed-Reading Experiment,”
School and Society, LIV (1941), 107—11.
3A. B. i\mmons and A. N. Hieronymous, “Critical Evaluation of a
College Program for Reading Improvement,” Journal of Educational Psycholo
~, XKX (1939), 453—60.
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control groups immediately after the period of remedial instruction and
again a year later. The chief findings were that the experimentals showed
residual gains over the control subjects both for speed and comprehens~ion.
Rotests of controls and experimental after the lapse of a year indicated
that the gains made due to remedial instruction were substantially retained
1 2 3
for the period of a year. Dearborn and Wilking and Deal also made
studies dealing with the reading growth of remedial said non-remedial
students which rendered valid findings already presented.
Franklin tested thirty-four students at Morehouse College from the
freshman class through their four years of college and forty students from
the freshman class through two years college. She found that neither group
made steady progress in all areas of the Iowa Silent Reading Test. Both
groups made the greatest improvement in the area of word meaning and
location of information. Both groups tended to make the greatest improve
ment from September to May during the freshman year. This improvement was
due probably to the fact that over fifty per cent of the students in both
groups were in remedial reading classes.4 Boykin tested 596 freshmen ~tb
Southern University to ascertain their reading ability. The results showed
‘C. 0. lJ~eber, “The Acquisition and Retention of Reading Skills by
College Freshmen,’t Journal of Educational Psychology, XXX (1939), 453—
60.
F. Dearborn and S. V. Wilking, “Improving the Reading of College
Freshmen,” School Review, XVIV (1941), 668—78.
3R. W. Deal, “The Development of Reading and Study Habits in College
Students,” Journal of Educational Psycholo~r, XXV (1934), 258-273.
4fthol Franklin, “A Study of tue Literacy of Two Classes of Morehouse
Students,” Atlanta University Thesis (1953), 52—53.
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that freshmen read on the average about one-third as well as did the
group on which the test was standardized. The level of achiev~nent of
the 596 stiñents, the wide range of the reading abilities of the group,
and the specific areas of weakness suggest the need for the organization
of a developmental reading program for Southern University students,
rather than a remedial program as such. Remedial reading programs are
desi~aed to serve only the few students in college whose problems and
needs are acute.1
A further survey of literature provided information about actual
procedures ani materials used in remedial and corrective programs. Artley
in his University of Missouri Child Study Clinic found that the retarded
readers had reading needs essentially the same as those of the child who
is developing normally, and he set up the following criteria for the
selection of materials:
1. The materials should provide for the development of
systematic sequence of skills.
2. Materials and devices used to supplement the basic
program must be specifically related to the particular
skill or ability in which the student is deficient.
3. The materials should provide an inherent motivation to
read.
4. Materials used for remedialpurposes should be varied as
to types.
5. The materials should provide a natural approach to reading.
1N. W. King (ed.), The Southern University Bulletin, ~II (February,
1956), 17—19.
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6. In certain phases of the program, materials are
effective to the extent to which the student helps to
construct them himself)
Authors are generally agreed that a great mass of materials has been
developed for use in remedial teaching. Some will be useful if utilized
wisely; others will have questionable value. The worth of some of these
materials will be difficult to appraise even with guiding criteria.
McClelland found that an evaluation of materials selected to meet the
reading needs of a low-ability group is difficult, since these students
invariably do a poor job on tests. It is fair to assume, however, that
the listed materials played some part in the following evidences of
growth: (1) an average oral reading gain of two or more years; (2) an
improved ability to read, spell and correctly pronounce the consnon words;
(3) an enthusiastic acceptance of the course. She listed the following
materials: The word tests in the Better Reading Section of Reader’s
Digest are especially useful for vocabulary building because the meanings
are determined by context. For students in grades eleven and twelve How
to Read Faster and Better, a college manual, contains many suitable
exercises. Curriculum Foundation Series inolude many mature stories which
these, ~..~pupils enjoy and are aids to comprehension rate.2
The National Council of Teachers of English publishes a list that
Sterl Artley, “Criteria for Selecting Materials and Instruments
for Corrective Reading,” Corrective Reading in Classroom and Clinic, LXXIX
(December, 1953), pp. 172—6.
2william S. Gray and May Hill Arbuthnot, Basic Readers: Curriculum
Foundation Series, Atlanta (1953), p. 187.
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appeals to all grades end group levels pertinent to this study. But more
about this will come later in this investigation, and suitable literature
will be listed.
Although the literature gives abundant evidence of reading dis
abilities among students at the higher educational levels, it does not
provide a correspondingly large n~nber of proposed programs. Gray1 re
ported programs of various types and devoted considerable attention to a
broad program in the College of the University of Chicago. Here three
phases of the program were identified. Following adequate testing the
students are given help through (1) systematic training in reading and
interpretation, (2) specific attention to critical interpretation of
different types of materials, and (3) stimulation of personal reading.
The total period covers three years.
Following the above three phases of the program Gray identified
criteria underlying sound reading programs that the investigator will use.
He stated that a valid reading program:2
1. Is directed by two closely related purposes.
2. Is only one of many aids to learning now available,
and co—ordinates the use of reading and other forms
of experience in achieving specific ends.
3. Is an all—school or college program, and involves
the hearty support and creative effort of all staff
members.
4. Is continuous and moves forward progressively in
harmony with the dominant characteristics, interest
and mseds of students.
~‘The Scope of a Sound Reading Program,” Forty-Seventh Year Book,
II, 1948, p. 55.
____ pp. 58-64.
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6. If flexible and can readily be adjusted at each
level of adv~noement to wide variations in the
characteristics and needs of students.
7. Provides a stimulating setting in which reading
can function effectively.
8. Includes provision for continuous appraisal of the
effectiveness of the program as a whole and of its
various aspects.
These criteria and the over-all survey of prevalent reading problems
and suggested procedures and materials influenced the presentations of
findings and suggested procedures found in Chapters II ani III.
CHAP~R II
PERFORMANCES OF GAMMON STUDENTS ON ThE TESTS
Introduction.--In this chapter the writer will analyze the per
formances of fifty-four “Juniors,”Middlers” and “Seniors” at Gammon
Theological Seminary on the Cooperative E:nglish and Army General Classi
fication Tests. The performances of each class were compared with the
norms on the tests to determine if the performances were above, identical
with, or below the average performance of the standardized group. The
class level for each group was found; first, for the total test and second
for the various sub—tests. Next, the grade level for the classes was
identified. The grade level was computed by finding the grade that
corresponded with the moan score of each group on the various tests. After
the performances of the groups were compared with that of the standardized
group and the grade levels found, the writer then indicated the tests on
which the groups had their highest and lowest performances. A table
portraying the scores for each class as well as the level of percentile
for each class will be found following the performances of each class on
the tests.
Performances of Juniors on the Test
Total Test.—- On the ~~erative Ehaglish Test, the mean score for
the Juniors was 42. The percentile for this mean score was below one
(1). For the standardized group, the moan score was 67 with a percentile
of approximately 50. The moan score of 42 and a percentile of less than
15
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one (1) suggest that the performance of the Juniors on this test fell
considerably below that of the standardized group. Moreover, it further
suggested that more than 99 per cent of the subjects in the standardized
group performed at a level higher than the subjects in this research.
The mean score of 42 showed that the group performed on the test at the
level of the average eighth grade subject in the standardized group.
l~ith this general picture présnted, the writer~ will compare the~
performance of this group in the research with the standardized group on
the various tests.
Mechanics of Expression.--On the test, Mechanics of Expression, the
mean score was 40. The percentile equivalence for this mean score was
less than one (1). The mean score of the standardized group was 6.1 with
a percentile of 50. The general conclusions can be reached regarding the
performance of the group in relation to the standardized sample: (1) the
mean of 40 indicated that the group performed on the test at a level be
low that of the standardized group.and,(2) that a percentile less than
one (i) indicates that more than 99 per cent of the subjects of the standard—
ized sample performed at a higher level than the group tested in this
study. The mean score of 40 showed that the subjects performed at a level
equal to that of the average eighth grade subject in the standardized
sample.
Effectiveness of Expression. --In this area the mean score of the
group was 43; the percentile for this mean was below one (1). For
the standardized group the mean score was 62 with a percentile rank of
approximately 50. The mean score of 43 indicated that the group’s per
formance on this test was below that of the standardized group. Moreover,
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a percentile of less than one (i) indicated that 99 per cent of the sub
jects on the standardized test performed at a level higher than that of
the subjects in the study. The ninth grade was the grade level that was
equal to the mean score of 40. See tables on page 20. -
Vocabulary. --The mean score for the vocabulary test was 49. The
percentile for this mean score was 10. For the Sophomores on the standard
ized test, hov~ver, the mean score was 62.1 with a percentile of 50. On
the basis of the score of 49 and a percentile below 10, the following con
clusions were drawn: (1) the performance of the subjects in this research
was below that of the standardized group, and (2) more than 90 per cent
of the subjects in the standardized group performed at a level higher than
the subjects in the study. According to the mean score, the tested group
performed on this test at the tenth grade level. V
Speed of Oomprehension.--On this test the mean score was 41. The
percentile for this mean score was below one (1). For the standardized
group the mean was 67.9. As a result of the mean score of 41 with a
percentile of less than one, it was concluded: (1) that the performance
of the group on this test was below that of The standardized group and,
(2) that more than 99 per cent of the subjects in the standardized group
performed at a higher level than the average subject in the study. The
mean score of 41 showed that the group performed on this test at a level
equal to that of the average eighth grade student.
Level of Comprehension.——The mean score for this test was 39. The
percentile for this mean score was below one (1). The mean score for
the standardized group was 68.6 with a percentile of 50. The mean score
of the subjects in the study indicated that the performance of the subjects
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on this test was below that of the standardized group. Moreover, the
percentile score of less than one showed that 99 per cent of the standard
ized group performed at a level higher than that of the research group.
The mean score of 41 indicated that the group performed on this test at
a level equal to that of the average eighth grade student.
Total Reading Test. --For this test which included Vocabulary
Test, Speed of Comprehension Test si~d the Level of Comprehension, the
Total mean score was 42. The percentile for this score was below one (1).
The mean score for the standardized group was 68.8 with a percentile of
approximately 50. The mean score of the subjects in this research indicated
that the group performed at a level below that of the standardized group.
In addition, the percentile indicated that more than 99 per cent of the
subjects in the standardized group performed at a higher level than the
group in the study. The mean score of 42 showed that the group performed
on a level comparable to that of the average ninth grade student. The
mean score for the Juniors on the Total English Test showed that the
group’s performance was equivalent to the performance of the average
eighth grade subject in the standardized group. The performance of the
subjects on the various tests ranged from the eighth through the tenth
grades, as indicated in the table below:
performance of Juniors on the Army General
Classification Test
Total Test.-—On the Army General Classification Test,which included quad
ruple word and arithmetic problems, which were designed to ascertain how quick
ly and accurately the subjects could think, the mean score for the Juniors was 73,
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TABLE 1
STJWARY OF PERFORMANCES OF JUNIORS ON THE COOPER TIV’E
ENGLISH TEST
Name of Test Section Mean Percentile
Total Test 42 Below the 1 percentile level
Mechanics of Expression 40 Below the 1 percentile level.
Effectiveness of Expression 43 At the 1 percentile level
Vocabulary 49 At the 10 percentile level
Speed of Comprehension 41 Below the 1 percentile level
Level of Comprehension 39 Below the 1 percentile level
Total Reading Test 42 Below the 1 percentile level
which was at the 20 percentile level as indicated in the table below:
TABLE 2
S!ThIMARY OF PERFORMANCES OF JUNIORS ON THE ARMY
GENERAL CLASSIFICATION TEST
Memo of Sootion Moon Poroontilo
Intelligence 73 At the 20 percentile level
Suimnary of the Performances of Juniors on the Tests.——The Juniors
performed on the Cooperative English Test in the following mariner: -
On the Total Test, and on Mechanics of Expression, the group perforn~d
at the eighth grade level; on Effectiveness of Expression, at the ninth
grade level; and on the Total Reading Test at the eighth and six—tenth
grade level. Thus, the Juniors presented an eighth grade picture which
was below the 1 percentile level in their over all performance on the
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test.
The Juniors performed on the Army General Classification Test at a
mean score of 73, which was at the 20 percentile level.
Performances of Middlers on the Tests
Introduction. --This is an analysis of the performance of the
Middlers on the Cooperative English and Army Genera]. Classification Tests.
In analyzing the results of their behavior, this section of the paper will
follow the general procedure outlined at the beginning of the chapter.
Total Tests.--The mean scaled score for the Middlers on the English
Cooperative Test was 50. The percentile score comparable to this mean
score was 4. However, the mean scaled score for the standardized group
was 68.1 with a percentile of approxinately 50. A mean score of 50 with
a percentile of 4 suggests too general conclusions: (1) that th~
performance of the subjects in this study fell considerably below the
performance oI~ the standardized group and, (2) that 96 per cent of the
students in the standardized group performed at a higher level than that
of the s~thjects in the research. The mean score indicated that the
group performed on a level comparable to that of a beginning college
freshman.
Except for the Vocabulary and Speed of Comprehension Tests, the
performance of the subjects on the other tests fell below that of the
norms of the standardized group. A detailed comparison of the performance
of this group over against that of the norms will be made in the follow
ing paragraphs.
Mechanics of Expression. —-On this test, the mean scale score of the
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Middlers was 33. The equivalent percentile for this mean score is be
low one (i). On the other hand, the mean score of the standardized
group was 63 with a percentile of approximately 50. The mean scale score
33 with an equivalent percentile below one (1) indicated two things: (1)
that the performance of this group fell far below that of the standard
ized group, and (2) that more than 99 per cent of the subjects on the
standardized test performed at a level higher than that of the subjects
in this study. The mean scale score of 33 further indicated that the
group’s performance was equal to that of the average eighth grade student.
Effectiveness of Expression. --The mean score for the Effectiveness
of Expression was 63. For this mean score the percentile was 41. The
mean score of the Middlers on the standardized test was 65.2 with a
percentile of approximately 50. The mean score of 63 with a percentile
of 41 warranted the following conclusions: (1) The performance of the
subjects in the study fell below that of the standardized group, and (2)
that more than 59 per cent of the svbjects in the standardized group per
formed at a level higher than that of the ~ubjec~t~ in thi,~ wI~udy. The
mean score of 63 showed that the group performed on a level equal to that
of a Junior in a pre—professional hig~i school. See tables on page 23.
Vocabulary. --Unlike the test discussed above, the performance of
the group on the Vocabulary Test was higher than the performance of the
standardized group. The mean score for the subjects in this research
was 76. The percentile equivalence of this mean score was 72. The mean
score of the standardized group was 70 with a percentile of approximately
49. The mean score of 76 with a percentile of 72 suggested two con
clusions: (1) That the group performed on this test at a level higher
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than that of the average Junior, and (2) that only 32 per cent of the
standardized group performed at a higher level than that of the subjects
in this study. The grade level equal to the mean score of 76 was that
of an advanced Junior class in college.
Speed of Comprehension.--The subjects in this study performed at a
higher level on the test, ~peed of Comprehension, than the standardized
group. The mean score of the subjects in the study was 72; the percentile
for this mean score was 68. The mean score for the standardized group
was 69.2 with a percentile of approximately 50. The mean score and
percentile of 72 and 68, respectively, indicated that the si~jects in the
research performed at a higher level on the test than the standardized
group. The grade equivalent for this mean score was the advanced Junior
grade level in college.
Level of_Comprehension.--On the test, Level of Comprehension, the
mean score of the group was 58. The percentile for this mean score is
17. The mean score of the Middlers on the standardized test was 69.9
with a percentile of approximately 50. The moan score was below that of
the standardized group. Moreover, it indicated that more than 80 per cent
of the standarized group performed at a higher level than the subjects in
this study.
Total Reading Test..--The total mean score for the Reading Test
which included the tests, Vocabulary, Speed of Comprehension and Level.
of Comprehension, was 68.3. The percentile for this mean score was 39.
The mean for the standardized group was 71.4 with a percentile of 49.
The mean moore and percentile indicated that the Middlers on the Total
Reading Test performed at a level below that of the average subject on
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the standardized test. The mean score indicated that the group performed
at the eighth grade level.
The performance of the Middlers in this study on the Cooperative
English Test fluctuated in relation to the standardized group. On the
tests, Vocabulary and Speed of Comprehension, the group’s performance
was above that of the standardized group; on the remaining tests, Mechanics
of Expression, Effectiveness of Expression and Level of Comprehension,
the group’s performance was below that of the standardized groups. See
Table 3 below. Moreover, the mean score of the group for the entire test
was 33 with a percentile of below one. The actual grade level for this
mean score of 33 was the eighth grade as indicated in the table below:
TABlE 3
SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCES OF MIDDLERS ON THE
COOPERA.TIVE ENGLISH TEST
Name of Test Section Mean Percentile
Total Test 50 At the 4 percentile level
Mechanics of Expression 31 Below the 1 percentile level
Effectiveness of Expression 63 At the 41 percentile level
Vocabulary 76 At the 72 percentile level
Speed of Con~prehension 72 Below the 69.2 percentile level
Level of Comprehension 58 Below the 17 percentile level
Total Reading Test 68.3 Above the 39 percentile level
Performance of Middlers on the Army General
Classification Test
Total Test.—-The Middlers performed on the Army General Classi
fication Test, which included quadruple word and arithmetic problems,
which were designed to ascertain how quickly and accurately the subjects
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could think, at a mean score of 77 which was at the 22 percentile level
as shown in the table below:
TABLE 4
SUIvIMARY OF PERFORMA~ES OF MIDDLERS ON TIlE
ARMY ~E1~ER~L~ CIASSIFICATION ~TEST
Name of Test Section Mean Percentile
Intelligence 77 A-b the 22 percentile level
Summary of the Performances of Middlers on the Tests .--The Middlers
performed on the Cooperative English Test in the following mamner: On
the Total Test the Middlers performed at the Freshman college level; on
Mechanics ~of Expression at the eleventh grade level; on Speed of Compre
hens ion at the Freshman college level; on the Level of Comprehension at
the ninth grade level; and on the Total Reading Test at the tenth and
two-thirds’ grade level. Thus, the. Middlers performed at the tenth
grade level which was above the one percentile level.
The Middlers performed on the Army General Classification Test at a
score of 77 which was at the 22 percentile level.
Performances of Seniors on All Tests
Introduction.--This is an analysis of the performance of the Seniors
on the English Cooperative Test. In analyzing the results the writer
will follow the generalprocedure outlined at the beginning of the
chapter.
Total Test. ——On the English Cooperative Test, the mean score for the
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Seniors in the research was 43. For the standardized group, the mean
was 69.3. The percentile for the subjects in the study was below one
(1). The percentile for the standardized group was approximately 50.
The mean of 43 and a percentile of less than one showed that the group
performed at a level below that of the standardized sample. It further
showed that 99 per cent of the standardized group performed at a level
higher than that of the subjects of this study. The mean of 43 showed
also that the group performed at a level comparable to that of the average
ninth grade studentin the standardized sample.
There was marked similarity between the performances of the group
on the various tests, and there was very little variation in performance
from one test to the other. A detailed discussion of the performance
of the group on these tests will be treated in the following paragraphs.
Mechanics of_Expression.--The mean score for the Seniors on the
test, Mechanics of Expression, was 34. The percentile for this mean was
below one (1). The mean for the standardized group was 69.3 with a
percentile of approximately 50. The niean score indicated that the subjects
in the study performed at a level below that of the standardized sample.
The percentile showed that 99 per cent of the standardized sample per
formed at a level above that of the subjects in the research. The mean
of 43 further showed that the group performed at a level comparable to
that of the average seventh grade student.
Effectiveness of Expression. ——On this test the Seniors’ score was
38. The percentile for this score was below one (1). The mean score
for the standardized group was 66.2 with a percentile of approximately 50.
The mean score 38 showed that the subjects in the study performed at a
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level below that of the standardized group. Moreover, the percentile
showed that approximately 99 per cent of the Seniors in the norm group
performed at a higher le~vel than the Seniors in this study. According
to the mean score, the group performed at a level comparable to that of
the average eighth grade student in the standardized test group. See
tables on page5.
Vocabulary. --The performance of the Seniors on the Vocabulary ~st,
was higher than their performances on the tests, Mechanics of Expression
and Effectiveness of Expression. The mean score was 51,. and the
percentile for this score was at the one (1) percentile level. The mean
for the standardized group was 71.8. The mean showed that the group
performed at a level below that of the standardized group. The percentile
of one (1) showed that more than 99 per cent of the subjects performed at
a level higher than that of the group in the research. Accordingly, the
mean of 51 indicated that the group performed at a level comparable to
that of the average eleventh grade student in the standardized sample.
Opoed of Oomprehension.—-On this test the performaaioe of the 0enior~
in this research was below that of the standardized group. The mean for
the research subjects was 40; the percentile for this group was below one•
(1). For the standardized group, the mean was .70.4 with a percentile of
approximately 50. Not only did the performances of the group fall below
that of the standardized group, but it showed that more than 99 per cent
of the subjects of the standardized group performed at a level above that
of the subjects in this research. The mean indicated that the group per
formed at a level comparable to that of the &verage eighth grade student
in the star~.ardized sample.
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Level of Comprehension.—-On this test the performance of the
Seniors was below that of the standardized group. The mean for the
subjects in this study was 41. The percentile for this mean was below
one (1). The moan for the standardized group was 71.1 with a percentile
of approximately 50. Not only did the performance of the group fall be
low that of the standardized group, but it also showed that more than
99 per cent of the subjects in the standardized group performed at a
level above that of the subjects in the research. The mean score of 41
indicated that the group performed at a level comparable to that of the
average student in the seventh grade.
Total Reading Test. --The mean for this test which includes the Vocabu
lary Test, Speed of Comprehension Test, and Level of Comprehension Test
was 44. The percentile score for this mean was one (i). The mean for
the standardized group was 72.7 with a percentile of approximately 50.
The mean of the group in this research indicated that it performed lower
on the test than the standardized group. See table below. The percentile
score indicated that 99 per cent of the subjects in the standardized
group performed at a higher level than the subjects in thisresearch. The
mean indicated that the group performed at a level comparable to that of
the average eighth grade student in the standardized sample.
Performance of Seniors on Army General
Classification Test
Total Test.--The Seniors performed on the Army General Classification
Test, which included quadruple choice words and arithmetic problems, which
are designed to ascertain how quickly and accurately the subjects could
think, at a mean score of 99 which was at the 49 percentile level as the
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TABI~ 5
SU~MARY OF PERFORMANCES OF SENIORS ON TEE
COOPERATIVE ENGLISH TEST
Name of Test Section Mean Percentile
Total Test 43 Below the 1 percentile level
Mechanics of Expression 34 Below the 1 percentile level
Effectiveness of Expression 38 Below the 1 percentile level
Vocabulary 51 At the 1 percentile level
Speed of Comprehension 40 Below the 1 percentile level
Level of Comprehension 40 Below the 1 percentile level
Total Reading Test 44 At the 1 percentile level
the table below indicates
TABLEG
S1JIv~LARY OF PERFORMANCES OF SENIORS ON TEE
ARMY CLASSIFICATION TEST
N~m~ ~ff Test S~ctinii Mean Percentile
Intelligence 99 At the 49 percentile level
Summary of the Performances of Seniors on the Tests.--The Seniors
performed on the Cooperative English Test in the following maimer: On
the Total Test the Seniors performed at the ninth grade level; on
Mechanics of Expression at the seventh grade level~ on Effectiveness of
Expression at the eighth grade level; on Vocabulary at the eleventh grade
level; on Speed of Comprehension at the eighth grade level; on the Level
of Comprehension at the seventh grade level; and on the Total Reading
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Test at the eighth grade level. The Seniors performed at an eighth
grade level which was below the one (1) percentile level.
The Seniors perfomed on the Arimj General Classification Test at a
mean score of 99 which was at the 49 percentile level.
Highest and Lowest Scores
Juniors.--The Juniors made their highest mean scores on the Vocabu
lary Test. The mean of 76; the percentile for this mean was 72. This
mean score was comparable to the performance of the upper level of the
Junior college class. The lowest mean score was made on the test, Level
of Comprehension. The mean for this test was 39; the percentile was below
one (1). The mean score revealed that the group performed at a level
comparable to that of the average eighth grade student on the standardized
test.
Middlers.--For the Middlers, the test, Vocabulary, was the one on
which the highest score was made. The mean score for this test was 76
with a percentile of 72. The actual grade level for this performance was
the upper level of the tenth grade class in high school. The lowest per—
formence for the Middlers was on the test, Mechanics of Expression. The
mean was 33. This mean indicated that the group’s actual performances was
at the seventh grade level.
Seniors.--The Seniors made their highest score on the Vocabulary
Test. The mean score for this test was 51 with the percentile of one (1).
The mean score of 51 indicated that the group performed on a level that
was comparable to that of the average eighth grade student in the standard
ized sample. The Seniors’ lowest score was on the test, Mechanics of
Expression. The mean for this test was 34 with the percentile below one (1).
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The group’s performance on this test was at the seventh grade level.
Interpretation of Correlation. Ratio
The result of the tests indicated that there was a high positive
correlation between performance on the Army General Classification Test
and the performance on the Cooperative English Test. This was true of
the three groups tested: the Juniors, Middlers and Seniors. The
correlat:ion ratios for the Juniors, Middlers, and Seniors were: .73, .77
and .99 respectively. These ratios were significant at the 1 per cent
level of confidence and might suggest that the individual who scores high
on the Army General Classification Test is likely to score high on the
Cooperative English Test.
Summary of Findings
The mean scaled score for Juniors on the Cooperative English Test
was 42 which was below the one (1) percentile level. This showed that
the Juniors performed at the eighth grade level. This performance was
below th~ norm of the ~tant1ard1~ed group, whose mean score w~s ~7 and
percentile level 50.
The mean scaled score for Juniors on the Army General Classification
Test -was 73 which was at the 20 percentile level. This performance was
below that of the standardized group, whose mean score was 105 and
percentile level 50..
The mean scaled score for Middlers on the Army General Classification
Test was 50 which was at the 4 percentile level. This performance was be
low the norm of the standardized group, whose mean score was 68.1 and
percentile level 50.
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The mean scaled score for Seniors on the Cooperative Test was 43
which was below the one (1) percentile level. This showed that the
Seniors performed at the ninth grade level. ~his performance was below
the norm of the stamdardized group, whose mean score was 69.3 and per.~
centile level 50.
The mean scaled score for Seniors on the Army General Classification
Test was 99 which was at the 49 percentile level. This was below the
standardized group, whose mean score was 105 and percentile level 50.
CHAPTER III
A DEVELOP~ENTAL AND CORRECTIVE READING PROGRAi~i FOR GAMIVION STUDENTS
Introduotion.——A Reading Program will be designed and set up to help
Gammon students. It seeks to take into account where the students are,
what their needs are, (according to the tests), how the study intends to
meet these needs, and what plan or program will be used to meet these
needs. This chapter seeks to make clear these items.
Summary of Test Data.——The data in chapter two revealed where the
students were. On the Total Reading Test portion of the C~pérative
English, the Juniors had a mean score of 42 and a performance at the
eighth grade level. This performance was 25 points below that of the
standardized group. It also showed that on the Army General Classifica
tion Test, the Juniors had a mean score of 73 and the percentile level
was 20. This performance was 30 points below that of the standardized
group.
On the Total Reading Test portion of the Cooperative English Test,
the data. revealed that the Middlers had a mean score of 50 and a per
formance at the college freshman level. This was 18.1 points below that
of the standardized group. It also showed that on the Army General
Classification Test, the Middlers had a mean score of 77, and the percen
tile level was 22. This performance was 28 points below that of the
standardized group.
On the Total Reading Test portion of the Cooperative English Test,
the data revealed that the Seniors had a mean score of 43 and a
32 ~
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performance at the ninth grade level. This performance was 23.6 points
below that of the standardized group. The data also showed that on the
Army General Classidication Test, the Seniors had a. mean. score of 99, and
the percentile level was 49. This was one point below that of the stan
dardized group.
Needs.~Revealed by Tests.——The reading performances of the Juniors,
Midd].ers, and Seniors were at the eighth grade, college freshman or grade
thirteen, and ninth grade levels, respectively. Since they were graduate
students, this revealed that they have a literacy level that must be
raised, because of the abstract reading in philosophy, ethics, and psy
chology, and the practical reading in Bibles, hymn books, and church
periodicals that must be done by them.
The data from the Tests showed that the subjects were lacking in other
skills than reading, since over half of the individual performances were at
or below the one percentile level.
The Proposal for Meeting These Needs.——The level of achievement of the
54 Gammon students as groups and as individuals suggested the need for the
organization of a reading program. A developmental reading program was
decided upon because such a program was designed to meet the needs of all
the students, accelerated as well as those who, according to the tests,
need remedial help. This remedial work must be provided for those students
whose individual scores were much less than the scores of their respective
groups. The data suggested that there were only a few who were in need of
remedial work of the clinical type.
Now the developmental and remedial programs differ in emphasis. The
former is planned with the needs of all the students in mind, accelerated,
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average, as well as relzrded. ~the remedial program merely au~nents the
dovelopmentsi one. Bond and Bond also say: “Only those students should
be included in the remedial program who osirnot satisfactorily improve
their reading in a developmeital reading program alone.”1 ~e developmen—
~1 and corrective reading program proposed for the (~inmon students will
be done on a class basis. It will be based on the group plan rather than
the individual one because: (1) it cannot be done on an individual basis
with the present staff and, (2) the expense of the individual plan is too
great for (~inmon to meet at this time, or in the very near future.
However, those whom the study suggested needed special help will get it.
~he laboratory method will be used. A place where an experimental ~ d
observational study of the subjeots will be set u~ as a laboratory. ~Jhis
will make possible a type of minute analysis of the progress or lack of
it made by the subjects on the programs suggested by the tests.
Steps ~n the Plan.——7he suggested program for the three classes will
be done on a semester basis or less, depending on how well the students
develop. Materials will be used to help improve these classes in all
their areas of deficiency as well as toheip accelerate their proficien
cies. ~he program will be adjusted at each level to meet the needs re
vealed by the tests.
~he plans for the Juniors, Middlers, and Seniors were based on their
test results and will be used as a means of raIsing their reading levels.
Plan for Juniors.——~flie steps in the plan for Juniors will include:
1Qi~y L. and Eva Bond, Developmental Reading in High School. (New
York, 1955), p. 298.
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1. Emphasis on Word—Recognition Techniques
2. Development of Study Skills and Habits
3. Emphasis on Building Vocabulary
Li.. Emphasis on Improving Rate of Reading
Each step will be considered separately.
Emphasis on Word Recognition Techniques.——In the faculty meeting
called by the Dean, it was revealed that one problem that hampered some
of the students in their reading and prohibited them from reading the
number of words that they should in a given time was their lack of speed
in the area of word—recognition. ~he words were not translated into
symbols as fast as they should have been.
In considering vmrd—recognition techniques, one must realize that some
techniques are not effective, and that other teöhniquos, whilo effective
for the most part, can be over—emphasized to the point that they become
detrimental rather than helpful to word—recognition. ~here are still other
teohniques that are helpful when used in combination with the proper se
lection of other techniques. Among liie first are such procedures as the
spelling attack. Among the second are such procedureà as letter—by~’letter
sounding or the phonetic attack, or an attack that depends too much on
striking characteristics of words. Among the third are such procedures
as the use of context clues, and general characteristics of the words.
Among the techniques that are most effective for associating the printed
symbol with meaning, and therefore the techniques that will be taught,
are the following:1
1Helen M. Robinson (ad.), Corrective Reading in Classroom and Clinic
(Chicago, 1953), pp. 218—225.
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A. Moaning Attack
1. Through the use of expectancy of words and concepts
2. Through the use of context clues
B. Visual Attack
1. Through the use of general characteristics of words
2. Through the use of striking characteristics of words
3. Through the use of small words within larger words
4. Through the use of large known parts within words
5. Through the use of careful visual study of the words
6. Through the use of syllabication
C. Sound Attack
1. Through the use of phonetic analysis
2. Through the use of letter—by—letter sounding.
Certain suggestions for teaching word—recognition will be used which
aid materially in developing word—recognition techniques in a manner that
will make adaptability more probable in applying the various techniques.
These procedures follow:
1. Instruction in word—recognition will be adjusted to the individual.
2. The more analytical types of word—recognigion techniques will not
be undertaken until after the student is thoroughly aware of the
meaningful nature of reading and has built a usable sight
vocabulary.
3. The students will be taught the ability to locate a new word—
recognition element in known words before applying the use of that
element to recognizing words that have not been encountered before.
4. Y~ord—recognition will be taught in connection with meaningful
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material. Since the ultimate objective of all word—recognition
techniques is to recognize words in meaningful material, it is
better to develop the techniques in the situation in which they are
going to be used, namely, meaningfulcontent.
5. Word—recognition in situations where it is important to the student
to recognize the word will be taught. The purpose for reading will
be made real to the student, and if he accepts that purpose, he
will make a more vigorous attack on word difficulties that get into
the way of arriving at his goal.
6. Attempts will be made to be sure that the studentknows the meaning
of the word or has the background necessary to derive the meaning.
7. Isolated frill and artificial teaching devices will be avoided.
Such a drill is detrimental to rapid recognition. Material, as it
will be used, will be presented.
Development of Study Skills and Hahits.——The faculty discussion
revealed a need for guidance in outlining, skimming, note—taking, and
taking a test. The materials used in working with study skills will be
the student’s textbooks, unless materials easier read are needed. Films
and selected readings from textbooks and pamphlets will supplement the
lectures given in the class. Opportunity for application of these skills
under directed guidance will be considered essential.
The faculty discussion also revealed a need for guidance in study
habits. Pamphlets discussing study habits like Victor Kelley and Harry
Greene’s Better Reading and Study Habits, Edgar Dale’s How to Read a
Newspaper, and mimeographed materials for use in preparing a time budget
will be used. Workbooks that include sections in which study habits are.
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discussed and time budgets included will be used. For example, The Bible
Workbook by Elmer W. K. Mould is of this kind. The workbook is made up
of a series of exercises, many of which are illustrated. It is designed
to be completed contemporaneously with reading in the Bible. Other
exercises in the workbook are follow—up devices to give added experience
with words that have been introduced in the textbook, which is the Bible,
Both uses of the workbook are beneficial to reading instruction. The
discussion of time budgets will be presented early- enough in the class~
session so that a discussion of the student’s time budget will be in
cluded in his first personal interview with the instructor,
Emphasis on Building Vocabulary.——A student’s vocabulary plays an
important part in his reading. If his vocabulary is good, he probably
has little difficulty in understanding most of the books or articles that
he reads. Accordingly, he has a good basis on which to build better
reading skills and habits. If his vocabulary is limited, he undoubtedly
has trouble in understanding many of the things that he reads. He also
has difficulty in improving his reading abilities. ~ords can be stumbling
blocks to reading progress, or they can be wings to better reading. If
the student knows the exact meaning of words, he is able to read with
greater ease and fluency. For this reason, a student must strive to
develop and to improve his vocabulary. -
What are the main types of vocabulary? If a student takes a close
look at the words he uses, he will find that he really has two main types
of vocabulary, The first type is his “general vocabulary,” the second
type is made up of his ~ vooabularies~ His general vocabulary
‘Paul Witty, and David Kopel, Reading and the Educative Process
(Boston, 1939), pp. 117—120.
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includes the words he commonly uses in conversation and correspondence,
and the words he reads in newspapers, books, and magazinos. His tech—
nical vocabularies include the words he finds in specialized subjects or
fields such as English, Bible, history, philosophy, ethics, chemistry,
farming, auto repair, and cooking.
The student builds his general vocabulary indirectly through exten
sive reading, that is, through reading widely in different fields. He
will also increase his general vocabulary directly through studying words.
Through his reading and other experiences, he will develop his “technical
vocabularies.” Of course, he does not want to master the “technical
vocabularies” of all the different professions or trades, for example.
In fact, no student could learn all these vocabularies even though he
spent a life time trying to do so. Yet he will need to acquire a tech
nical vocabulary in each subject or field in which he is especially
interested.
Students will learn the Greek root “theism” which will aid in the
analysis nt~ words siioh as monotheism, polytheism, said pantheism. They
will learn the Greek root “gainos” which will aid in the analysis of words
such as monogamy, polygamy, and deuterogainy. These words appear and
re—appear in a theological student’s courses in Bible and sociology, and
constitute a portion of his ~ vocabularies.”
Other experiences of students that will aid in developing meaningful
backgrounds include visual and auditory ones of many kinds. Many of these
experiences are a result of out—of—school activities. The students attend
the Mo~~es on the average of once a week. There are. radios and televisions
in most seminaries now. The moving picture, radio, and television are
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powerful forces in building backgrounds of meaning and experience. All
of these bring to the individual current events from all over the world.
AU introduce people from all walks of life and occupations. All bring
discussions of political and economic issues and problems. The contribu
tions to the development of vocabulary that these powerful forces make
have not been fully recognized. Thus, increasing use will be made of the
movies, radio, and television in the classroom.
Interest in word and word study willalso be stimulated by the use
of the dictionary. The problem of teaching the use of the dictionary
will be one of developing an attitude as well as a skill. This attitude
will be fostered through:
1. Example by the Instructor
2. Creating the desire for accurate, precise word lazowledge
3. Developing the desire for a thorough understanding of the
printed page
4. Encouraging the student to speak and write with clarity, force
fulness and beauty
The student will find recourse to the dictionary an aid toward these
goals. ~ attitude favorable to the continued use of the dictionary will
result.
Emphasis on Improving Rate of Reading.-—In the professional reading
schools the student~ has at his disposal a number of instruments by means
of which he can aid himself in improving his rate of reading, his concen
tration, and his perceptual acuity and accuracy. Some of these instrumen
tal aids are the tachistosoope, or flashmeter; the reading paper, or rate
accelerator; and reading films. Basically, they are motivating and
disciplinary devices.
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For the student, the seine motivation and the same basic discipline
will be had from a judicious use of some very common household items.
There are many more ways of forcing one to improve. That is all instru—
ments do. They employ the same basic principles as an expensive piece
of equipment. After all, improvement does depond upon the students.
Here is a list of suggestions of some simple things which the class
will try:1
1. The students will read against the minute hand of an ordinary
pocket watch that will be placed on the desk before each of them.
They will allow the minute hand to reach a desired minute before
starting a paragraph. They will check the margin opposite the
line before beginning to time themselves. Three minutes will be
used, At the end of the reading the student will find his
reading speed by counting all the words in the ten consecutive
lines, dividing the number by ten, and counting the total number
of lines read in three minutes. He will then proceed by multi
plying the number of lines by the average number of words per
line and this will give him the total words read. Finally, by
dividing this number by three he will get his reading rate ex
pressed in words per minute.
2. ~ clock—type timer will be used and set for a given time, When
it starts timing, the students will begin reading. At the signal
they will compute the rate in the same way they did above. This
1Paul Leedy, Reading Improvement for Adults (New York, 1956),
pp. 430—431.
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time, however, they will substitute 5 for 3. Another method of
computing the words per minute will be to measure the total
length of the passage read. A ruler is always a handy tool for
the students’ use. It, too, will be used in improving rate of
reading. The students will pull the ruler down over the pa~ge,
evenly but steadily, and set a rate as before, which makes them
hurry to keep ahead of the advancing ruler.
3. The students will take a piece of cardboard or heavy white paper,
and out into it a one—inch window wide enough to reach a quarter
of an inch beyond the side of the column of print on the page.
With an ordinary book, such a~window will frame five or six lines
of print. The students will place the line at the. place to start
reading wl4ch is ahout~ the middle of the frame. Then they will
read. At the same time they will pull the piece of paper toward
them, moving the frame down over the page. The lines which have
been read will disappear at the upper margin; new lines will
appear at the lower one. The aim will be to keep reading in the
mid—portion of the frame. Ythile practicing this exercise, the
student will feel hurried. He will not give in to inclinations
to slow dovrn in some places and to hurry in others.
The students may find these devices a little distracting at first but
if they persevere, in their effort to improve, they will soon forget about
the distractions.
Plan for ~dIiddlers.——The middlers performed at a higher average than
did the Juniors, On the Vocabulary and Speed of Comprehension Tests, they
scored 76 and 72 which was above the scores 72 and 69,2 of the standardized
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group. However, it cannot be presupposed that suceeding Middler classes
will do the saine~ A laboratory class meeting twice a week w~ll be held,
and the time limit will be out if improvement necessitates it. The steps
in the Middlers’ plan will take this form:
1. Emphasis on Building Vocabulary
2. The Acceleration of Current Personal Reading
3. Emphasis on Essential Readings from Literature.
The investigator wishes to show what will happen in these three areas.
Emphasis on Building Vocabulary.——A sectional notebook will be used
to aid in increasing the studentst vocabulary. The students will record,
define, and copy the context of new words that they have learned or en
countered in their reading. They will be asked to find among their list
ings words taken from the languages of as many countries as possible. They
will use the Oxford English Dictionary to discover when the words c~ne into
the English language and the many changes that the words have gone through
in spellings and meanings. They will be asked if the language is still
changing and to furnish examples with their answers, Attempts will be made
to instill in the students a wholesome creative attitude toward the English
language.
The Acceleration of Current Personal Reading.—-A second section of
the sectional notebook will be used to list the books that the subjects
have read and are reading. Time will be given at least once a month to
find out what is being read. The time it took to read a given article or
book will be sought. Assignments will be made in books of the students’
own ohoicee, and sometimes in a class an opportunity will be given to see
who can read (well) a. given selection that has been read before.
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A period or more will be devoted to securing answers to questions
like these: Did you enjoy the articles or books that you read last
month? What portion or portions of them did you like best? Would you
read the articles and books again? Would you like to form a book club
where you could report periodically on what you read? Would you like to
devote a part of your class period to this sort of thing?
This kind of discussion will be helpful to some, if not all of the
students,
Emphasis on Essential Readings from Literature.——Robert Louis
Stevenson tells of a friend of his, an illiterate young Welsh blacksmith,
who once heard a chapter from Robinson Crusoe read aloud,1 So impressed
was the blacksmith that he determined to learn to read in order that he
might share the “divine day—dreams~’, written, and printed, andbound to be
bought for money and enjoyed at pleasure. Painfully he learned to read
Welsh, but then to his dismay he could find no copy of Crusoe except one
that was written in English. So we have Stevensont a word for it —— the
Wel~1uiian al~u l~arued Lu read Eugli~h, and aL la~L, wlLh enLire dellghL,
read Robinson Crusoe. It is like the story of a love—ähase.
Why did the blacksmith go to so much trouble in order to read Robinson
Crusoe? Simply because he found in one chapter of Defoe something that
pleased him and whetted his appitite for more. Much literature has this
power of pleasing, of sharpening the appetite for more. But not all lit
erature is equally pleasing to all people.
14 N. Hook, The Teaching of High School English (New York, 1950),
~. ioo.
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There will be attempts here to introduce the right literature to
the right studem~ through atudent participation in the selection of
novels, poems, drama, and the like. The instructor will act as a friend
ly guide. He will be patient, despite the urge to suggest the type or
types of literature that seem pertinent to a given class session. It
takes patience to let students learn, to let them grow in attacking prob
lems and finding their meanings.
Help will be given the studentr~ to see that the article or book that
he chooses, is on a subject in which he is interested and for which he is
intellectually ready.
Plan for Seniors.——The Seniors performed on the Army General Classi
fication at a mean score of 99 which was at the 49 percentile level or at
the level of an army inductee of average intelligence. The investigator
will use the laboratory plan with them also.
The steps in the Senior’s plan will take this forms
1. Emphasis on the use of Fact Finding in Reading
2. Emphasis on the Reading for the Benefit of Others
3. Emphasis on Reading Different Types of Literature
4. Materials
A discussion of each of these separ~.tely will follow.
Emphasis on the use of Fact Finding in Reading.——Skill in reading
road maps, time tables, charts, diagrams and posters will be needed by
theological students. They must attend conferences, institutes, and make
pastoral visits in different cities.
•j..ll of these will be available to the Seniors in their labor~.tory.
Most of them, if not all, can be had free of charge. ~. check will be mafle
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to find out who can find a given piece of information the quickest. A
show of hands will suffice, but no announcement will be made as to the
winner until every student has found the information. The purpose here
is to have every student find the information, rather than to ascertain
which student can find the information the quickest.
The skill of reading for specific details, or finding facts and using
them for specific purposes will be another aim in this item of study.
Emphasis on Reading for the Benefit of Others.——The faculty discussion
revealed that many of our students read the scripture and the Ritual very
poorly. Sessions devoted to reading passages from the different versions
of the Bible will be held. ~ mock wedding, where the Marriage Ceremony
will be read will also be a part of.these class periods. The Communion
Ritual and many of the Church exercises will be read by the students. The
reading of hymns and other selected poems and prose will be used. In this
way, developing the ability to read for the benefit of others will get all
the time that can be given.
~mphasis on Reading Different Types of Literature.——The present con
cern of teachers for ttpupils as peoplel* makes the student the hub of the
literature program rather than literature itself. Hence, it is the content
of literature —— its idea and ideals, its moods and emotions, its values
and purposes —— that is more important than its literary form. Yet, if a
studentts experiences with literature are to be as diversified as life
itself, all forms and types will find a natural place in the school program.
Each type will offer important human values, if the reading problems in
herent in it are not too great.
The instructor will try to fit the following types of literature
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within the framework of the students’ understanding and appreciation, by
selecting with the students novels, short stories, dramas, biographies
and poetry that interest them and will try to interest them, not coercive
ly, however, in types of the same that will challenge them.
The history of the novel and the drama will not be revealed unless it
is found that interest is lacking. The biography of Jesus will probably
lead to the reading of other biographies. A comparison of Jesus and
I~nooln will be used, if found that it stimulates interest. 1~hatever is
begun will be stopped ixmnediately if it seems ineffective.
Bernice Leary gives an invaluable discussion on types of literature
that the investigator will use as Steps in the Plan for Seniors. The fol
lowing sections by her indicate what some of these problems are.:1
Novel.-—Of all the types of literature, the novel probably gains most
from continuous reading and least from intensive study. It is for this
reason that many teachers prefer to use the novel exclusively for 11outside
reading.11 Probably the first novel for “outside readingit should be of the
nature of a thriller, that starts promptly and moves rapidly to the and ——
The Call of the 1~ild by Jack London, Treasure Island by Robert L. Stevenson,
or The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by kark Twain. Gradually there may be in
troduced novels with more leisurely beginnings until the student has learned
the patient art of waiting and has come to accept the opening chapters for
whatever they contribute to setting, character portrayal, or antecedent
action.
~Iv1eeting Specific Reading Problems in the Content Fields,”
The Forty—Seventh Yearbook, 1948, pp. 141—145.
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Guiding students in the technique of novel—reading will ultimately
supplant nove].—te aching.
Short_Story.——The reading of the short story presents somewhat
different problems. Here, the reader requires a mind set for a single
experience, few characters, and brief action. If the story is one by
O’Henry or Kipling, for example, he must be prepared for a quick ending.
If it is a modern story, written, let us say, in the last dozen years, he
may expect the ending to be unclimactic and perhaps inconclusive and un
satisfying. From the very beginning he must attend closely to the story.
For the first sentence may indicate whether it emphasizes charaoter,
setting, or action; and whether it is likely to proceed somewhat breath
lessly or in the more leisurely manner of the tale. He must penetrate
the surface of the story to discover the underlying theme. Every word is
important. None can be skipped lest the point be missed altogether, and
it is the point that the reader is concerned with if the story is to have
personal value.
Drema.——Beoauee the dr~una oalle upon the reader~c imagination for
more than does the novel or the short story, it presents different reading
problems.
~ithen the student realizes that he is his own producer of the play he
is reading, when he not only visualizes but also~when he
gets the feel of the dramatic technique —— only then can he read drama
successfully. Reading aloud, following the story element, locating the
surprise feature of a plot, watching characters develop, and the like,
are helpful aids to understanding.
Biography.——Biography represents many kinds of writing and many kinds
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of reading problems. As a story of a life, it has the unity end action
of a narrative, and to this extent offers I~w new problems.1 As a word of
history, it presents the historical events and circumstances in which the
subject lived and moved and analyzes the social and psychological forces
influencing the development of his character. As such, it must be read
with an eye for cause -- and —— effect relationship, for unity and sequence,
for honesty and consistency. In the form of personal memoirs, collected
letters, diaries, or travelogs, it requires the reader to piece together a
partial life—story with gaps here and there to be filled in later.
Poetry.——Theologioal students will encounter poetry in their hymn and
prayer books. They will be made aware of the reading problems found there.
In poetry, perhaps more than in any other types of literature, reading
problems are generally recognized, if for no other reason than that they
help to answer the question of why the average reader gets little pleasure
from poetry. Problems of form and pattern, of imagery, of theme and
rhythm, of emotion, of word order, of unusual words, of figur~±ive lan
guage, of condensed style, of obscure themes —— these and other problems
are commonly pointed out as some of the barriers to enjoyment. But few
are the problems of poetry, more than of prose. They merely assume greater
proportions in poetry because of the studentts unfamiliarity with, or dis
taste for poetic form. There is no doubt that for many students poetry is
difficult and obscure. In point of fact, it is often the most difficult
type of literature to comprehend. For this reason, teachers need to
‘Stella S. Center, The Art of Book Reading (New York, 1953), p. 221.
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identify the source of each difficulty and then help students to take the
hurdles to understanding and enjoyment.
Discovering together that poetry was once spoken, just as prose is
today, offers the beginning of understanding. The feeling, tone, and
color that were once transmitted by the speaker’s voice must now be gained
solely through the language in which the poet writes. If he wishes to
create a mood, say of reflection and meditation, he does so partly by a
rhythm that is quiet, slow, and meditative. Once the student knows al].
this, once he recognizes the language approach to poetry, he begins to
appreciate poetic language. He accepts it as a kind of garment, which
clothes the poet’s ideas, and may even try to express some of his own
feelings and thoughts in verse. If he can be brought to this stage, it
usually means that he has let go his resistance to poetic ~frrm and is
ready to understand and appreciate it.
CRA.PTER IV
SUMMERY J~J~JD CONCLUSIONS
Background and Statement of the Problem.——Teachers and administrators
are rapidly accepting the fact that reading is a developmental process
which requires attention at all educational levels. This trend is an out
growth of an increasingly complex society and of a growing insight into
the nature of reading. This particular study of the test performances of
three classes of Gammon students attempted to apply the prevailing trends
in reading instructions to some of the needs and demands inherent in the
present status of students in the field of theology.
Specifically this study was made to analyze the performances of
“Junior,~ “Middler,” and ‘~5enior~ Students of Gammon Theological Seminary
on The. Cooperative English and The Army General Classification Tests and
centered its emphasis on the reading phases of the tests. Achievements in
other language areas were indicated by the tests.
Aim~ of SLudy.——Thls sLudy wa~ made Lo evaluat~e Uhe read1~ig abiliLy
of Gaimaon students for the year, 1955—1956 and to see what was needed to
improve the quality of their scholarship. It also was made as the initial
step in what is to be a permanent program at the Seminary with special em
phasis upon raising the reading level at Gammon.
General Procedure.——The total investigation followed these steps:
(1) a review and analysis of literature pertinent to the study, (2) test
ing of the students through the use of The Army General Classification Test
and The Cooperative English Test, with special emphasis on reading, (3)
organization and interpretation of data, and (4) presentation of a reading
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program based on these findings.
Major Findings.——Witty discovered that at various times during the
past twenty years, several investigators have pointed out that the reading
of a considerable number of college students was regrettably inadequate.
Lauer conducted a study among Iowa State students to determine to
what extent and in what way these students improved their reading habits
under ordinary conditions of study. The greatest improvement was found in
literature and non—technical reading.
~mons and Hieronyinous made a study at the University of Iowa to
evaluate reading gains as the result of a reading developmental program.
The experimental group made significant gains.
Boykin tested 596 college freshmen at Southern University to ascertain
their reading ability. The level of achievement of these students, the
wide range of the reading abilities of the group, and the spicific areas of
weakness suggested the need for the organization of a developmental reading
program for the students, rather than a remedial program as such. He felt
that remedial reading programs s~rvêd only a few students whose problemo
and needs were acute.
Bond and Bond discovered that it is only through a program adjusted to
the reading capabilities and needs of the students that reading growth may
be optimal and reading disability minimal.
Although there were not studies dealing with theological students,
all of the investigations into reading problems of college students re
vealed that theological students had semilar reading problems. The tests
given the theological students had also been given to college students.
Their reading levels, as~:revealed by the tests, were found to be lower
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as groups, than those of the college students mentioned in this study as
the standardized group. Accordingly a program of help designed to raise
the reading levels of college students will be used to raise the reading
levels of theological students. Ineffective parts of the program will be
altered.
In the examination of the Tests it was found that on The Cooperative
“English Test almost all thern subjects read on the average below the group
on which the test was standardized. The group was poorest in Mechanics of
Expression and highest on Vocabulary. The variability of the group was
considerable in all areas of the Tests, Vocabulary, Speed of Comprehen
sion, Mechanics of Expression and Total Readin~,
Conclusions and Reoomxnendations.——The major findings and the survey
of literature suggested the following conclusions and recommendations:
1. A testing program for all students,
2. A developmental—corrective reading program which will meet the
needs of all students together with special remedial work where
needed.
3. A systematic and continuous remedial program for Juniors, Middlers,
and Seniors whose scores warranted it.
4. An instructor for the program (a specialist, if possible).
5. A faculty committee of at least three persons serving as
coordinators.
6, Every faculty member working on the problem, or “all at it and
always at it.”
7. A room set aside for this program.
8, A carefti grading of reading materials to meet the needs of all
the students.
9. Aids for the students in the area of selecting reading materials
for their persona~. libraries.
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10. Arrangement for periodic visits of experts in the field.
11. Use of the tachistoscope, opaque projector and slide projector
as aids to the program.
Organization of the Program.——Most of the authorities in this study
recognized the need for a remedial program for special cases but felt
that a developmental—corrective program would meet the needs of all the
students, accelerated as well as retarded.
Thus the concept of reading upon which the developmental—corrective
program for Gammon students is based is broad and comprehensive. It con
ceives reading as a purposeful activity which may alter the outlook of
the individual, deepen his understanding, aid in the reconstruction of
experience, stimulate intellectual and emotional growth, modify behavior,
and in various ways promote the development of rich and stable personalities.
The concept of reading in the developmental—corrective reading program
further suggested that thestudents who are helped to become better readers
will show marked improvement in all of the other areas of their deficiencies,
According to the results of this investigation, the majority of the
subjects taking the tests did not possess the reading ability needed to do
seminary work of a high caliber. Thus a developmental—corrective program
was designed to meet their needs and it recommended that:
The Juniors will meet thrice weekly in a laboratory and receive help
in writing, speaking and listening as well as in the project emphasis read
ing. Imong the reading materials there will be abundant materials of a
general type and specific references such as translations of the Bible which
will be read orally and silently. The reading phase of the work will
include:
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1. Emphasis on Word—Recognition Techniques
2. Development of Study Skills and Habits
3. Emphasis on Building of Vocabulary
4. Emphasis on Improving Rate of Reading
The Middlers will have a laboratory where they will discuss their
reading problems and work to solve them. Two meetings per week will be
scheduled for this group. The specific phases of their work in reading
will be;
1. Emphasis on Building of Vocabulary
2. The Acceleration of Current Personal Reading
3. Emphasis on Essential Readings from Literature
The Seniors will also use the laboratory method and will meet at
least twice monthly. It is hoped that by this time students will assume
much of the initiative in the sessions and the teacher will serve mainly
as a guide in the selection of materials and as a coordinator of efforts
and projects which will permit them to share much of the reading that
they have done on their own. Specifically, their program will include:
1. Emphasis on the Use of Fact Finding in Reading
2. Emphasis on Reading for the Benefit of Others
3. Emphasis on Reading Different Types of Literature
Throughout the program conscious efforts will be made to integrate•
all skills of communication.
Conolusion.--In the past we thought that the three R’s ‘~vere mastered
by the end of the third grade. It is now clear, however, that reading is
a developmental process, never fully learned, and that reading must. be
carried on in an active f~shion at every level. The Survey of Literature
revealed that our colleges and.universities have taken up the problem, and
more than two~hundred of them have courses in the development of reading
skills. Morehouse and Spelinan Colleges, in this our University System,
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have established reading programs, and an establishment of reading pro
grams along needful lines ought to be the goal of the other schools in
the system. The investigator’s special interest points toward Gammon
who is on her way toward such a program. The investigator concludes that
in order to prepare students adequately for the reading tasks ahead, a
reading program must be developed which offers continuous instruction and
development throughout college, seminary, and life.
Suggestions for Further Study.——The investigator, having obtained
this body of data and having presented it to the faculty,does not write
a conclusion to the study but realizes that much more study must be done
if the reading program is to be of the desired help here at Gammon.
More specifically, the present study might be extended and enhanced
through investigation into the following areas:
1. ~ study of reading and intelligence test performai~ces of similar
groups of students, with special emphasis on background and per
sonality factors used as a basis for the selection, of appropriate
materials.
2. Content analyses of current books in the field of theology in
order to identify more clearly the abilities and skills needed
in reading them.
3. ~n investigation into the student’s proficiency in all skills of
communication so that reading, writing, speaking and listening
may be more carefully integrated into a program similar to the
present one.
4.A series of tests to be given during the year to determine the
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APPENDIX
I. M APNOTATED BOOKLIST
II. T~ 000PERAa1IVE ENGLISH TEST
III. THE ARMY GENERAL CLASSIFICATION TEST
~N .~NNOTATED LIST OF BOOKS
In appendix one reading lists for all classes are placed. The
first list was published by the National Council of Teachers of Eng
lish under the title “~. Reading List for Teen Agers.t1 The list
includes reading in the following areas: Fiction, Biography, Essays,
and Plays. The investigator has used one, two, and three asterisks
to set aside the books for Juniors, Middlers and Seniors respectively,
and daggers to set aside books that are challenging to all groups.
Following this listing is ‘LOne Hundred Significant Books.’~ This
list is intended to present, not necessarily the “bests’ or t~greatesth)
works of literature nor the books which have been most influential,
but simply a representative selection of significant books well worth
knowing. This list, with few exceptions, will challenge all the
subjeots. It was published by The New ~ierican Library of World
Literature in the book titled Good Reading, edited by Atwood H.
Tawnsend,
In the special room here at Gammon, that will be set aside for
the improvement of reading, a goodly number of these books Will be
available to the students. Others will be in the library.
In appendixes two and three are the Tests.
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~4N ~M~OTATED LIST OF BOOKS OF FICTION




Daly, Maureen. Seventeenth Su.mmer*
Love comes toa sensitive girl of seventeen. A charming and
wholly convincing story of young people.
Defoe, Daniel. Robinson Crusoe**
.~n Englishman, cast away on a lonely island, has Only a parrot
and his man Friday for company.
Dumas, Alexander. The Count of Monte Cristo
A prisoner in the Chateau He escapes and wreaks vengeance
upon those who had wronged him.
Eliot, George. Adam Bede***
A study of sturdy manliness.
Frank, Bruno. One Fair Daughter**
A great and stirring book of prejudice and common people.
Franken~, Rose. Claudia***
A story of a young married couple and their joy of pure living.
* Designates Proposed books for Juniors
** Designates Proposed books for Middlers
*** Designates Proposed books for Seniors





Hardy, Thomas Tess of the D’urbervilles**
A tragic story of Tess, who is more sinned against than sinning.
Lang, Andrew (ed,). Aucassin and Nioolette***
The romantic tale of the adventures of two medieval lovers.
Lehman, Rosamond. Invitation to the 1[~altz
The tragic — comedies of a seventeen—year old girl looking forward
to a much anticipated dance.
Mally, E. Louise. Listen to the Mocking Bird***
A tale of the Civil War which proves that much of the South was
anti—slavery.
Miller, Max. No Matter What Happens~
From the time that Max Miller was a little boy, he was always
trying to be someone else. Finally, in this honest and refresh
ing book, he becomes himself.
Tarkington, Booth. Alice Adams **
The author tells the story of a young girl’s struggle to live
above her station in life.
Tarkington, Booth. Seventeen*
A pampered youth becomes self—respecting because of an economic
depression.
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Adams, Jane. Jane Adams’ Forty Years at Hull House~**
The life of Jane Adams and her experience in the famous Chicago
settlement.
l3oas, Louise. Elizabeth Barrett Browning**
An account of Elizabeth Barrett’~ life in her father’s home and
of her marriage to Robert Browiling.
Bok, Edward William. The Americanization of Edward Bok
The author’s experiences as ah immigrant Dutch boy, and his public
career to the time of his editorship of The Ladies’ Home Journal.
Bowen, Catherine Drinker Yankee from Olympus
An extraordinary story of the life of Justice Oliver ~endell
Holmes.
Buchan, John. Pilgrims Ray; an Essay in Recollection
Brady, William A. Showman
The story of a successful man of the theater who started life
as a typical East—side New York youngster.
Conrad, Joseph. Personal Record**
A famous author relates his travels and tells how he came to




Author . Title Annotation
______ under Author—Title
Cooper, Alice and
Palmer, Charles A. Twenty Modern .Amerioans*
The list includes Walt Disney, William Beebe, J. Edgar Hoover,
Dr. Carver, Charles Steinmetz, Will Rogers, and the Mayos.
Detzer, Karl. Car]._Sandburg***
An interesting biography of one of America’s best—loved poets.
Keller, Helen. The Story of My Life*
The great woman tells the story of a courageous struggle against
blindness and deafness and of her triumphs over these handicaps.
Lansing, Elizabeth C. Rider on the Mountains
A Boston—bred society girl becomes Nurse in the Kentucky
mountains.
Louis, Joe. My Life Story*
The true account of the heavyweight boxing Champion’s rise from
an Alabama farm to world—wide eminence.
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Chase, Genevieve. Four Young Teachers ///
The author conducts her heroines on a tour where they study
various types of schools and the qualifications for successful
teaching.
Chesterton, Gilbert K. As I was Saying
Brilliant essays by this well—known iconoclast.
Eastman, Nax. Enjoyment of Laughter
An amusing analysis of the varieties and causes of homor,
Lamb, Charles. Essays of Ella ///
Revelation of the lovable tIgeri~1e Charles” a great humorist.
McCaulay, Rose. Personal Pleasures
Informal, witty essays on the blissful joys of ignorance and
öth~r engaging subjects.
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AN ANNOTATED LIST OF PLA.YS
FOR TRE GENERAl READING OF TRE SUBJECTS
Plays
Aiken, George L. Uncle Tom’s Cabin ///
A dramatization of Mrs. Stowe’s famous novel.
Anderson, Maxwell. Knickerbocker Holiday
1\Iew York in the days of Peter Stuyvesant.
Chordovor, Jerome and
Fields, Joseph. Junior Miss
“The attempts of a 13—year—old to shape her family to her movie
born ideas of what people should do.”
Drinkwater, John. Abraham Lincoln /,//
Outstanding human incidents in the life of Lincoln.
Ferber, Edna and
Kauft~ian, George Land is Bright ///
“This play Chronicles the economic rise of an American family of
robber barons, and traces its members down to their regeneration
in 1941”.
Kaufman, George S. and
Hart, Moss,
A young immigrant who
very hard to show his
really means.
The American Way
came to this country in 1896, later tries







Kingsley, Sidney. Dead End
A play of the New York river fron.
Koch, Howard. In Time to Come
A drama in which Woodrow Wilson plays a part.
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AN ANNOTATED LIST OF ONE HUNDRED BOOKS
FOR THE SPICIFIC READING OF THE SUBJECTS
DATING FROM ANCIENT TIMES TO TIlE PRESENT
Ancient Books















The Iliad and the Odyssey
On the Nature of Things
Middle Ages and Renaissance
The Arabian Nights








































Gargantua and Pant agruel
Plays and Poetry
L
L~ese books, at least most of them, will challenge all the subjects.
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100 Significant Books continued
17th and 18th Centuries
Author Title Author Title






Paine The Rights of Men
Defoe Robinson Crusoe
Pêpys Diary
Descartes A Discourse on
Method Rousseau Emile and The Social Con—
tack
Donne Poems





Gibbon The Decline and Fall
of the Roman Empire Swift Gulliver’s Travels
Hamilton et al The Federalist Voltaire Candide~
19th Century
Austen Pride and Prejudice Bostoevski Crime and Punishment
Balzao Eugenie Grandet Emerson Essays
B. Bronte Wuthering Heights Flaubert MadainBovary
Browning Poems Goethe Faust
Butler The Way of All Flesh Hardy, Tess of the D’Urbervilles
Byrpn:.:i Poems Hawthorne The Scarlet Letter
Chekhov Short Stories Hugo Les Miserables


































































The Grapes of Wrath
Autobiography
The Theory of the Leisure
Oiftline ~f Hi~ y
Poems
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General Directions: Do not turn this page until the examiner tells you to do so. This examination consists of
three tests, each requiring 40 minutes of working time. The directions for each part of each test are printed at
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a part before the time is up, go on to the next part. You may not go back and work on a preceding test. No
questions may be asked after the examination has begun.
You may answer questions even when you are not perfectly sure that your answers are correct, but you should






Reading Comprehension II. Reading 25
Total 40
I. Grammatical Usage 15














irections: In each group below, select the numbered word or phrase that most nearly corresponds in meaning to the
ord at the head of that group, and put its number in the parentheses at the right. It is quite likely that you will
rush this part before the time is up. In that case, go on immediately to Part II.
Column A Column B Column C
1. carol 8. partition 15. garland
1—1 prayer 8—1 spasm 15—1 glove
1—2 song 8—2 passageway 15—2 gesture
1—3 bird 8—3 division 15—3 wreath
1—4 battle cry 8—4 bias 15—4 look
1—5 motto 1 ( ) 8—5 treatment . . . . 8( ) 15—5 hook 15 ( )
~. toxin 9. tolerate 16. chronicle
2—1 poison 9—1 allow 16—1 mural
2—2 weed 9—2 disobey 16—2 history
2—3 failure 9—3 resent 16—3 clock
2—4 belief 9—4 suspect 16—4 large pimple
2—5 disease 2( ) 9—5 confess 9( ) 16—5 jar 16( )
I. alteration 10. annul 17. savory
3—1 pause 10—1 approve 17—1 green
3—2 quarrel 10—2 enforce 17—2 preserved
3—3 change 10—3 revise 17—3 appetizing
3—4 step 10—4 corrupt 17—4 well-blended
3—5 turning 3( ) 10—5 cancel 10( ) 17—5 secret 17( )
competition 11. preposterous 18. adept
4—1 achievement 11—1 dignified 18—1 actual
4—2 capacity 11—2 heavy - 18—2 extreme
4—3 repayment 11—3 noisy 18—3 skilled
4—4 selection 11-4 disguised 18—4 distinct
4—5 rivalry 4( ) 11—5 absurd . . . . 11 ( ) 18—5 fortunate . . . 18 ( )
fling 12. retard 19. humane
5—1 run 12—1 resume 19—1 living
5—2 replace 12—2 delay 19—2 ceitain
5—3 chew 12—3 substitute 19—3 realistic
5—4 hurl 12—4 announce 19—4 active
5—5 upset 5( ) 12—5 break 12( ) 19—5 kind 19( )
symptom 13. molest 20. imaginary
6—1 harmony 13—1 grind 20—1 insulting
6—2 outline 13—2 disdain 20—2 fancied
6—3 indication 13—3 combine 20—3 exaggerated
6—4 result 13—4 bother 20—4 foolish
6—5 invention . . . . 6( ) 13—5 soften 13( ) 20—5 temporary . . . 20( )
verify 14. sever 21. filch
7—1 taste 14—1 label 21—1 hide
7—2 weigh 14—2 learn 21—2 separate
7—3 question 14—3 scold 21—3 steal
7-4 confirm 14—4 mend 21—4 soil
7—5 attempt 7( ) 14—5 cut 14( ) 21—5 destroy . . . . 21( )
Go on to the next page.
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Column D Column E Column F
22. lore 30. refute 38. gibe
22—1 knowledge 30—i recover 38—1 injure
22—2 interval 30—2 seek 38—2 gossip
22—3 sermon 30—3 enroll 38—3 scoff
22—4 crack - 30—4 control 38—4 point
22—5 cuff. 22( ) 30—5 disprove . . . . 30( ) 38—5 doubt 38(
23. maze 31. wield 39. dearth
23—i folk dance 31—1 fasten 39—1 crop
23—2 alloy 31—2 use 39—2 hymn
23—3 pale blue 31—3 accumulate 39—3 supply
23—4 labyrinth 31—4 pound 39—4 dryness
23—5 dizzy spell . . . 23( ) 31—5 bend 31( ) 39—5 scarcity . . . . 39(
24. concord 32. jeopardy 40. gaudy
24—1 victory 32—1 wickedness 40—i happy V
24—2 harmony 32—2 jealousy 40—2 frozen
24—3 structure 32—3 righteousness 40—3 showy
24—4 danger 32—4 danger 40—4 worthless
24—5 weight. . . . 24( ) 32—5 stubbornness . . 32( ) 40—5 clumsy . . . . 40(
25. civility . 33. adorn 41. concur
25—i pacifism 33—1 paint 41—1 concentrate
25—2 politeness 33—2 praise 41—2 struggle
25—3 loyalty 33—3 fasten 41—3 close
25—4 courage 33—4 ornament 41—4 pretend V
25—5 government . . 25( ) 33—5 admire . . . 33( ) 41—5 agree 41(
26. supple 34. turbulent V 42. edifice
26—1 condensed 34—1 bulging 42—1 building
26—2 shrewd V 34—2 towering V 42—2 body of laws
26—3 flexible 34—3 agitated V 42—3 design
26—4 useful 34—4 powerful 42—4 assistance
V 26—5 cheerful . . . 26( ) 34—5 concealed . . - 34( ) 42--5 entrance . . . - 42(
27. lethargy 35. frivolous 43. rational
27—1 apathy 35—1 trivial V 43—i reasonable
27—2 magnetism 35—2 chilly 43—2 limited
27—3 slyness 35—3 delightful 43—3 reckless
27—4 prejudice 35—4 abundant 43—4 persuasive F
27—5 paleness . . . . 27( ) 35—5 rambling. . . - 35( ) 43—5 rebellious . . . 43(
28. valid 36. allege V 44. sinuous
28—1 sound 36—i assert 44—i polished
28—2 brave 36—2 warn 44—2 dangerous V
V 28—3 moral 36—3 suspect 44—3 dark
28—4 careful 36—4 lie 44—4 feminine
28—S neutral . . . - 28( ) 36—5 decide . . . - 36( ) 44—5 winding . . . . 44(
29. comely 37. hypocrisy 45. cleavage
29—i comfortable 37—1 ill will 45—i depth
29—2 attractive V 37—2 blasphemy V 45—2 division
29—3 sturdy 37—3 slander 45—3 clearance
29—4 stout 37—4 insincerity 45—4 growth
29—5 ordinary. . . . 29( ) 37—5 criticism . . . . 37( ) 45—5 instrument - . . 45(
Go on to the next page
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Column G Column H Column I
6. undue 51. wroth 56. incursion
46—i unready 51—1 wrong 56—i sudden invasion
46—2 exposed 51—2 angry 56—2 condemnation
46—3 unexpected 51—3 evil 56—3 spiral movement
46—4 excessive 51—4 twisted 56—4 repulse
46—5 scanty 46( ) 51—5 afraid 51 ( ) 56—5 investigation . . 56( )
57. recant
7. candor 52. evince 57—1 forgive
47—i charm 52—1 report 57—2 speak with emotion
47—2 personality 52—2 display 57—3 place on a slant
47—3 tact 52—3 evade 57—4 take back
47—4 frankness 52—4 develop 57—5 revise 57( )
47—5 logic 47( ) 52—5 detect 52( )
58. choreography
the art of
3. cacophoiiy 53. cosmos 58—i singing
48—i adjunct 53—1 planet 58—2 carving
48—2 link 53—2 chemical reaction 58—3 painting
48—3 officer 53—3 species 58—4 dancing
48—4 gesture 53—4 universe 58—5 weaving . . . . 58( )
48—5 discord . . . . 48( ) 53—5 formula . . . . 53( )
59. indigenous
59—1 repulsive
). sultry 54. censure 59—2 native
49—i sickeningly sweet 54—1 blame 59—3 undeveloped
49—2 disagreeable 54—2 suppress 59—4 unaware
49—3 stormy 54—3 deny 59—5 rare 59( )
49—4 weary 54—4 register
49—5 hot and humid . 49( ) 54—5 resolve . . . . 54( )
60. divagatlon
60—i undersea
exploration. pallet 55. laconic 60—2 location of
50—i rug 55—1 terse position
50—2 fence 55—2 lazy 60—3 wandering
50—3 garden 55—3 slow 60—4 observation of
50—4 trough 55—4 liquid stars
50—5 bed 50( ) 55—5 cynical . . . . 55( ) 60—5 separation . . . 60( )
Go on to the next part.
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Directions: This part consists of selections taken from stories, articles, textbooks, etc. Following each passage ar
several multiple-choice items concerning it. In each case, you are to read the passage carefully first, and then decidi
on the basis of the passage which one of the choices following each incomplete statement or question best complete~
the meaning of the statement or answers the question. If you cannot decide, you may go back to the passage. Writ~
the number of the choice you think is best in the parentheses at the right of each item. You are not expected to finisl~
this part in the time allowed, but work as rapidly as you can without making careless mistakes.
Most boys at school have at some time learned the
dates of the English kings. But as a rule they fail to
keep this up and lose all the good of it. I have an old
friend, a college classmate, who has carefully kept this
knowledge alive. He is now able in his old age to get
great enjoyment from saying these dates to himself. His
keepers tell me that he shows many other signs of mental
activity and often recites for them lists of genitive plurals
and verbs that take the dative.
It pleased me, I must say, at my country place last
summer when there was some mathematical difficulty
about marking the tennis court to have one of my guests,
a student in my classes at Yale, offer to work out the
measurements with a logarithm. He said it was quite
simple. He needed, in short, nothing but a hypotenuse
and two acute angles, all of which luckily were found
around the place. It was very interesting to watch the
boy calculate, at first. I am certain he would have got
the solution, only while he was preparing to mark the
court by means of his logarithm the chauffeur marked it
with whitewash.
1. It can be inferred that the reason why the
young man did not get his solution was that
1—i he made a mistake in measuring the
acute angles.
1—2 he got the wrong hypotenuse.
1—3 he did not know enough mathematics.
1—4 he tried to hurry.
1—5 his method took too long 1(
2. The writer hints that most boys learn the
dates of the English kings because
2—i these dates are an essential part of
history.
2—2 they are required to do so.
2—3 these dates may provide enjoyment
in later life.
2—4 it is a sign of mental activity to know
these dates.
2—5 most .educated people know these
dates 2(





3—5 young man 3(
4. Apparently the old friend mentioned in the
first paragraph
4—i had been a history teacher.
4—2 has lost his memory.
4—3 was in an insane asylum.
4—4 was in jail.
4—5 had studied too hard in college. . . . 4~
5. The writer introduces a little humor in the
second paragraph by
5—i making fun of the chauffeur’s efforts
to mark the court.
5—2 exaggerating the difficulty of marking
the court.
5—3 speaking of mathematical concepts as
though they were concrete objects.
5—4 stressing the simplicity of marking
the court by mathematics.
5—5 sympathizing with the boy’s efforts
to make his calculation come out
right 5(
6. The main point of this passage is that
6—i many useless things are learned at
school.
6—2 memorizing damages the brain.
6—3 dates are sometimes useful.
6—4 mathematics is helpful in practical
~ituation~.
6—5 almostall schooling is a waste of time. 6(
To increase its sale value, a cheap stone is often solç
under a name closely resembling that of a valuable gem~
For instance, some red stones are given names which sug~
gest to the uninformed purchaser that they are a variet’
of ruby. Thus, red pyrope garnets are sold under suer
trade names as American ruby and Arizona ruby; re
and orange spinels are called Balas ruby. A mineral aP
different from the true ruby as rose quartz is frequenti’
offered as Bohemian ruby. Rose and pink topaz may b~
sold as Brazilian ruby, and red or pink tourmalines a~
‘ rubellite or Siberian ruby.
7. The best title for this passage is
7—i Rubies.
7—2 Varieties of Ruby.
7—3 Red Stones.
7—4 Untruthful Advertising.
7—5 Misleading Names for Gems 7(
I)
Go on to the next page
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). The passage states that trade names of the
type mentioned are used to
9—1 identify varieties of stones for pur
chasers.
9—2 make it possible to sell certain stones
at a higher price.
9—3 describe imitation rubies.
9—4 identify varieties of valuable gems.
9—5 increase the sales of cheap stones. . . 9(
D. The writer would apparently favor
giving trade names only to cheap
stones.
giving trade names only to precious
gems.
forbidding the sale of stones that
look like rubies.
doing away with trade names for
stones.
giving a special trade name to true
rubies 10(
Perhaps the gorilla was not wilfully a conservative.
may be that his family wandered into a country that
jited them so well—so much like the combination of
,rest and plain in which they had developed—that they
ad no cause to change their way of living. Why should
~ey, so long as the forests, the plains, and the weather
~mained so satisfactory for gorilla welfare? After mu
~ns of years of this contented life, the gorilla became
~ed in his habits—”a living fossil.” If conditions in
frica change, if the forests disappear, and the weather
rows colder, the gorillas will probably perish, for they
ave lost the ability to change.
We don’t mean they have become more stupid. We
Lean merely that now there is a great sameness among
)rillas. Little gorillas, if they went to school, would
am equally fast. In the football games in such a school,
iere would be some, but not much, difference among the
Layers. Almost any eleven young gorilla students would
Lake a good team; this is not true, as well we know,
nong the white primates. It is this uniformity in the
)rilla’s ability that would prevent his surviving a great
~tastrophe like a glacial epoch.
When a race of animals has considerable variation
nong its members—when some prefer hot weather and
:hers cold, wilell some are good musicians and others
)od football players—then when earthquakes come and
~e weather changes, some will be sure to survive. Those
iat survive will have children like themselves who can
ye under the new conditions. Thus that race of animals
ill change. This change is not always for the better.
me mammals that ran through the forests on four feet
~came whales and probably grew more stupid; at any
Lte they failed to stay with the progressive branches of
ie mammals such as tigers, primates, and dogs.
11. In the event of great changes of climate, it
is likely that gorillas would
11—1 acquire the ability to change.
11—2 learn to like cold weather.
11—3 die out V
11—4 become more stupid.
11—5 become more variable 11 (
12. The writer appears to believe that
12—1 ancestors of whales once ran about
the forests.
12—2 the glacial epoch was unimportant.
12—3 gorillas are brighter than tigers.
12—4 children are likely to be brighter
than their parents.
12—5 many gorillas were killed by earth
quakes 12(
13. The writer emphasizes that one of the
major differences between men and gorillas
is that men
13—1 are weaker.
13—2 have been in existence a shorter
time.
13—3 are more variable in ability.
13—4 are not such good football players.
13—5 are primates 13(
14. The writer indicates that gorillas may be
conservative as a result of
14—1 stupidity.




15. There is an implication that
15—1 change is almost always for the
better.
15—2 gorillas once had the power to
change.
15—3 uniformity is a good thing.
15-4 the average gorilla has changed for
the worse.
15—5 gorillas can learn as fast as men. . 15(
16. The answer expected to the question in the
middle of the first paragraph is
16—1 “No reason.”
16—2 “In order to keep the power to
V change.”
16—3 “In order to survive.”
16—4 “Because conditions might change
some day.” V
16—S “Because change is growth.” . . . 16(
17. The writer states that survival is dependent
upon
changes for the better.



























Go on to the next page.
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Mighty fleets and armies, harbors and arsenals, vast
cities—they are great; but what do they become? Aga
memnon, Pericles, and their Greece; all is gone now to
some ruined fragments, dumb wrecks: but the Books of
Greece! There Greece can be called up again into life.
18. The word “There” (in the last sentence)
could best be replaced by the phrase
18—1 “Beside the ruined fragments.”
18—2 “In the Age of Pericles.”
18—3 “Wherever there are mighty fleets
and armies.”
18—4 “By reading the books.”
18—5 “In the vast cities of modern times.” 18(






20. The writer implies that the most important












21. The writer makes his point by
21—1 describing ancient ruins.
21—2 quoting from the books of Greece.
21—3 praising harbors and arsenals.
21—4 giving examples.
21—5 appealing to authority
22. The main topic of this passage is
books.
modem Greece.
mighty fleets and armies.
Agamemnon and Pericles.
ruined fragments 22(
Literary criticism in those days had some odd
customs. It was scholarly, or at least tried to
appear scholarly. It was dominated by the
assumption that whatever is worth knowing is al
ready known and whatever is worth doing has
already been done. Astonishment is unbecoming
to scholars and their attitude toward newcomers
is best expressed by the word “recognition.” Any
body fresh who turned up was treated as a would-
(Continued in next column)
(Continued from preceding column)
be Dalai Lama and examined carefully for evidence
of his predecessor’s soul. So it was that every.
one of us who started writing in the nineties was:
discovered to be a second somebody or other. In
the course of a few years, I was welcomed as a-
second Dickens, a second Buiwer-Lytton, and a1
second Jules Verne. But I was also a second
Barrie, though J.M.B. was hardly more than my~
contemporary, and when I turned to short stories~
I became a second Kipling. I certainly, on occa-~
sion, studied both these excellent masters. Later~
on, I figured as a second Diderot, a second Carlyle,~
and a second Rousseau.
23. Which one of the writers mentioned does











It is impossible to say 23(
24. Which one of the following qualities must
have shown itself in the writings of the




24—4 Fine literary style
24—5 Originality 24(
25. If a writer believed in the assumption men
tioned in line 4, that belief would almost











26—S reasoned argument 26(
27. The passage implies that, of the following














































8. The writer thinks the opinions of the liter












familiar with the past 29(
0. “Fresh” in line 9 most nearly means





Millions of dollars are spent annually in misleading
ie public regarding health facts, and other millions are
ent by a gullible public in return, while Miss Jones has
)rty-five minutes a week (if she is lucky) with a class
I fifty students to teach hygiene. She is more than fre
uently begrudged this time allotment because it is taken
om some other more important subject in the curricu
im such as algebra, trigonometry, the Renaissance, or
hakespeare. Her materials are oftentimes limited be
iuse of an inadequate budget. Yet a manufacturing
rncern will pay a radio entertainer $8,000 for a single
erformance on a program designed to acquaint the
ublic with the health-giving values of a cathartic.
I. The writer uses the expression “if she is
lucky” to indicate that
31—1
31—2
hygiene is easy to teach~
most teachers have less time to teach
hygiene.
31—3 most teachers have more students in
their classes.
31—4 advertisements can be used in the
classroom.
31—5 advertisements on the radio make
hygiene courses unnecessary. . . . 31 (
32. The writer would be most likely to support
a movement for
32—1 founding a Shakespearean theater.
32—2 increasing the size of hygiene classes.
32—3 decreasing the number of radio pro
grams.
32—4 spending more money on the teach
ing of hygiene.
32—5 teaching mathematics on the radio. . 32 (




33—4 the inadequacy of teachers’ salaries.
33—5 the health-giving values of a Ca
thartic 33(






35. The claim made in lines 1 and 2 is partially
supported by the statement that
35—1 Miss Jones has only forty-five
minutes a week in which to teach
hygiene.
35—2 there are only fifty students in Miss
Jones’ hygiene class.
35—3 Miss Jones’ materials are limited.
35—4 the time for hygiene is taken from
other subjects.
35—S a radio entertainer receives $8,000
for a single performance 35(
36. The writer implies that cathartics
36—i are not truthfully advertised.
36—2 are not widely used.
36—3 are sold at exorbitant prices.
36—4 should not be mentioned in public.
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Last night I was endeavoring to converse with
a young Englishman who had just finished his
second year at Cambridge University. He did not
know any of the distinguished professors there and
had not even heard of their names. “Of course,”
he said, “I took up rowing at once, and if you go in
for it seriously, you live in a very restricted circle.”
Whereupon he complained about the latest genera-
lion, saying that they had been spoiled by dancing
and automobiles and shirked working for their
colleges. Coming from his lips, “working” took
me back. I questioned him; he meant football.
I felt reassured.
37. “Working for their colleges” in lines 10
and 11 means
earning money to meet expenses.
raising money for the colleges.
raising academic standards.
going out for varsity sports.
studying hard 37(






trying to make money 38(
39. The Englishman had not heard of any of
the famous Cambridge professors because
he had not yet gone to class.
there weren’t any there.
he had been there only two years.
he was too busy studying.
he was not interested in academic
matters 39(






40—5 recalled to my mind 40(
41. The writer felt reassured (line 13) because
he knew that
41—1 battles are won on the playing fields
of England.
41—2 all work and no play makes Jack a
dull boy.
41—3 his original impression was correct.
41—4 the future of England was in good
hands.
41—5 football is important 41 (












43. The writer is probably
43—1 a Cambridge graduate.
43—2 a Cambridge professor.
43—S a former athlete.
43—4 a young American student.
43—5 not an Englishman 43(
44. “The latest generation” in lines 8 and 9
refers to
44—1 students many years younger than
the Englishman.
44—2 fellow students of the Englishman.
44—3 students preceding the Englishman
by a few years.
44—4 American students.
44—5 students of the previous generation. 44(
Pure gold is much too soft to be durable as a mounting[
It must, therefore, be mixed, or alloyed, with other metali
to increase its hardness. The gold content of these alloysL
that is, their fineness or purity, is indicated by the term
carat or karat, which means one twenty-fourth part~
Thus, 18-karat gold, usually stamped 18K, consists o~
‘ 18 parts of gold and 6 parts of other metals. In order t~
reduce the cost, alloys of lesser gold content are also used
Custom and practice permit 10K alloys, when so stamped
to be sold as gold, but an alloy with less than 50 per cenij
gold is not properly designated as gold. The term fin~
gold is used to indicate pure gold. Fineness may also bej
expressed in terms of parts of one thousand; thus, 75(~
fine means that the alloy contains 750 parts of gold oui~
of every 1,000. When gold is alloyed with differeni~
) metals, changes in color may be secured. These a1loy~:are known as yellow, white, and green gold.
45. Which one of the following alloys cannot












46—5 21 karat 46(
47. This passage is probably part of
47—1 an advertisement for jewelry.
47—2 a schoolbook about minerals.
47—3 an article in a popular magazine.
47—4 a jeweler’s catalogue.
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:8. How many reasons are indicated in the






Read your favorite poem again and again and the words
se their meaning. Meet your favorite picture or musi
al composition frequently and you find yourself growing
lind and deaf to it. Saturate yourself with your favorite
erfume and it loses its appeal. The fact is that any
leasant sensation tends to disappear upon too frequent
epetition. One’s first Filet Mignon Béarnaise is a ravish
ient. The second, unless it occurs after an interval of
epose, is less effective. A third in rapid succession can
ardly be thought of.
Any artistic experience, like any gastronomic one, re
uires a pause for thought and rumination. In many
reas of experience, we automatically take vacations.
Ve put the books back on the shelf, stay away from that
~om in the museum, go to another theater. In music
his is not so easy; we are not able to make up our own
rograms. When next you see me tiptoeing out of a
oncert and inquire anxiously, “What! Aren’t you stay
ig to hear the Pathétique?”, you will hear me whisper,
No thanks. I’m on the wagon.”
9. From the passage, it is clear that Filet





49—5 look at 49(
0. The writer expects that when he leaves the












2. The writer thinks that it is hardest to avoid







53. The writer thinks of leaving the concert
because he
does not like the Pathétique.
likes the Pathétique very much.
fears that the Pathétique won’t be
performed to suit him.
is unfamiliar with the Pathétique.
intends never to listen to the Pathé
tique again 53c~
Still farther down among the lower forms of life, the
whole question of mother love becomes silly. Even
popular sentimentality seems to regard generosity as a
function of the backbone. A self-sacrificing cockroach
or jellyfish is inconceivable. There are those, of course,
who have tried, nonetheless, to discern mother love even
in these depths. They point out that among the beetles,
solitary wasps, and spiders the most elaborate precautions
are made for the care of the young. It is well known that
ants lick their eggs with great care and carry them off
when danger threatens. But the eggs give off a pleasant-
tasting juice, and the ants bestow equal care upon the
grubs of their enemies, which also give off a tasty juice,
but grow up to eat the ants’ own eggs and grubs.
54. The reason why the ants attempt to save
their eggs is probably that they
54—1 want to safeguard their offspring.
54—2 like the taste of the juice given off.
54—3 are driven by parental instincts.
54—4 wish to destroy their enemies.
54—5 intend to eat them 54(
55. The writer believes that mother love among
the insects
55—1 is frequently observed.
55—2 can be proved scientifically to exist.
55—3 is a sentimental fairy tale.
55—4 is accurately described by other
writers.
55—5 is found in a few isolated cases. . . 55(
56. Just before the passage quoted, the writer
apparently discussed
56—1 mother love among the higher ani
mals.
56—2 mother love versus father love.
56—3 the differences between human be
ings and other animals.
56—4 the harm done by sentimental feel
ings.








enjoying too many filets mignons.
reading too much poetry.
looking at too many pictures.
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No man is desirous of placing himself in a disagreeable
situation. But if he have no choice in the case, if there
be no choice presented to him but a neglect of duty or
the enmity of those who are called the world, he merits
the contempt as well as the indignation of his country
who can hesitate which to embrace.














59. The writer is probably leading up to a state
ment that he believes will result in





60. The writer feels obliged to
60—1 avoid a disagreeable situation.
60—2 accept the verdict of public opinion.
60—3 do his duty.
60—4 hesitate over a difficult choice.
60—5 criticize his own country 60(
* * * * *
I bought me a dollar watch and set it by the great clock
on the Parliament House at 8:05 p.m., then went back
to my room and buried myself in my book. Now the
Parliamentary clock has a peculiarity that exists in no
other clock. On the half hour it strikes the succeeding
hour, then strikes the hour again at the proper time.
After I had been reading for a while, the great clock began
to boom and I counted—ten. I reached for my new
watch to see how it was getting along; it was marking
9:30. It seemed rather poor speed even for a dollar
watch, but I supposed that the climate, was affecting it.
I shoved it half an hour ahead, took to my book, and
waited to see what would happen. Soon the great clock
struck ten. I looked—the watch was marking 10:30.
This was too much speed for the money; I pushed the
hands back a half hour. By and by the great clock
struck eleven. The watch showed 10:30. I pushed it
ahead with some show of temper. Soon the Parlia
mentary clock struck eleven again. The watch showed
up 11:30 now, and I beat its brains out against the bed
stead. I was sorry the next day when I found out.
61. What was it that the writer found out the
next day?
61—1 That he had damaged the bedstead
with the watch
61—2 That the great clock itself had been
wrong the previous evening
61—3 That his watch was broken beyond
repair
61-4 That he had broken his watch in his
sleep
61—5 That the great clock struck each
hour twice 61(





62—5 eleven times 62 (
63. The writer was ready to believe that his
watch was wrong because he had
63—1 taken a dislike to it.
63—2 reset it so many times.
63—3 just bought it.
63—4 never known the great clock to be
wrong.
63—5 paid so little for it 63(
64. This passage was probably written princi
pally to
64—1 warn the public against dollar
watches.
64—2 make fun of the Parliamentary
clock.
64—3 make fun of dollar watches.
64—4 advise against hasty action.
64—5 amuse its readers 64(
)
65. The writer considers a written poem to be
an accident.
a by-product.
a result of hard work.
a method of achieving ecstasy.
a reward for humility
66. The writer values most
66—1 the desire to write.
66—2 the ability to write.















If I were to choose between the power of writing ~
poem and the ecstasy of a poem unwritten, I woulc
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To avoid or repair the results of plowing we have the
ew plowless system. It requires at least as many plows
the old system and should be called moldboardless
trming, because moldboard plows, which turn soil upside
own and bury the dead and live vegetation, are not used.
he new plows have blades or rods that run along under
ie surface and kill the grass and weeds but leave the
egetable materials on the surface.
A modem farmer, when he raises a crop of wheat,
ayes all the straw on the surface after the harvest, be
ruse he knows that it is the best soil and crop insurance
e can, get. One drop of hard rain can splash bare soil
ght inches into the air. The effect of billions of drops
to move tons of soil downhill.
7. The passage implies that the effect of leav
ing the straw on the wheat field is to
67—1 make plowing unnecessary.
67—2 reduce erosion.
67—3 keep the soil from getting too wet.
67—4 make fertilizing unnecessary.
67—5 discourage insects and other pests. . 67(
~. The chief difference between the old and
new plows is that the old ones
68—1 kill the grass and weeds.
68—2 leave only the live vegetation on the
surface.
68—3 leave only the dead vegetation on
the surface.
68—4 leave all the vegetation on the sur
face.
68—5 bury all the vegetation 68(
~. According to the writer, it is inaccurate to






There is a later song that rivals The Rosary as America’s
.oice—a musical setting for Joyce Kilmer’s Trees.
ere, too, the words play an impQrtant part. Ever since
was written, Trees has been the sort of poem that people
t out and carry around in their pocketbooks. This is
~t the case with From the Land of the Sky-Blue Water or
~ening Star. The music for Trees is pretty bad but
ere is one thing in its favor. It is so like Rimsky’s
ng of India that the two could be played at the same
ne without discomfort. Trees, therefore, like Moon
ht and Roses, does not have to beat its own path to the
am. It travels a furrow already ploughed by a famous
edecessor.
70. From the passage it is apparent that Song
of Indi,a was composed before
70—1 The Rosary.
70—2 From the Land of the Sky-Blue Water.
70—3 Trees.
70—4 Evening Star.
70—5 Moonlight and Roses 70(
71. The writer indicates that the words are a
large factor in the popularity of
71—1 Song of India.
71—2 From the Land of the Sky-Blue Water.
71—3 Evening Star.
71—4 The Rosary.
71—5 Moonlight and Roses 71 ~
72. In the last two sentences, the writer uses
two figures of speech. Corresponding






73. The writer’s statements about the music for
Trees can best be described as
73—1 flattering.




74. We may infer that the writer thinks the
American people’s taste in music is
74—1 improving rapidly~
74—2 good.
74—3 neither good nor bad.
74—4 poor.
14—5 disgusting 14 (
75. It is most likely that the writer is sarcastic
when he states that
75—1 people carry a copy of Trees around
in their pocketbooks.
75—2 Trees is very popular.
75—3 the words of Trees are important.
75—4 there is one thing in favor of the
music for Trees.
75—5 Trees and Song of India could be
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The Arabs in Spain are strangely neglected in
current histories. To write of medieval Europe
without them is to ignore the principal civilization
of the period. The fullest histories, the strongest
literature, the largest life, were all south of the
Pyrenees throughout the Dark Ages. Yet this
civilization occupies five lines out of five hundred
pages in the best-known handbook on that period.
We read, in the Arab historians, of different kings
having elaborate gardens with every variety of
plant; of the literary academy to whom new poems
were recited; of the fund for the endowment of
learned men, and the attraction of scholars from
all parts of the world. The crowning glory was
the library of Al Hakem, who in 970 A.D. entirely
filled a palace at Cordova with books sought from
the whole known world. The classified shelves of
this library held 600,000 volumes, all catalogued
and in order.
76. The writer apparently believes that we
should
76—1 visit Cordova.
76—2 live south of the Pyrenees.
76—3 use palaces as libraries.
76—4 know more about the Arabs in Spain.
76—5 have elaborate gardens with every
variety of plant 76(






77—5 greatest 77 (
78. The writer mentions the orderliness of the
library as evidence of
a love of beauty.
a respect for learning.
the medieval character.
the Spanish tradition.
the neglect of current historians.
79. In the latter half of this passage, the writer’s






show evidence of a high civilization.
give examples of the work of Arab
historians.
describe the library of Al Hakem.
prove that Cordova was a center of
learning.
explain why scholars were attracted
to Cordova 79(






the library of Al Hakem 80(
The temper of the country was not revolutionary~
There were hopes of a new heaven and a new earth amon~
a few intellectuals in Paris; but men of sound sense could
afford to smile at such dreams. There was a network o1
“secret” democratic societies; but as a rule they were wel~
known to the police and without any real strength.





a return to primitive customs.
a new religion 81 (







83. The first sentence in the passage is sup
ported by the statement that
83—1 there were hopes of a new heaven.
83—2 there were hopes of a new earth.
83—3 there were democratic societies.
83—4 the societies were known to the
police..
83—5 the societies were without strength. 83(
84. The word “secret” is in quotation marks





84—5 not important 84(
men of sound sense were prosperous.
the police knew what was going on.
the intellectuals were hopeful.
the country was conservative.
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No vulgar belief is more settled than that groups of
regarious animals are usually ruled and protected by
use old leaders. Man himself is a gregarious animal and
is leaders, though frequently old, are rarely wise. But
he instincts of the lower animals are thought to move
hem to select without error the wisest among them for
~aders and to accept their guidance and help. No such
eports, however, come from those who, free from senti
aental bias, have watched animals. There is never any
•ction that aims at aiding another individual. It is a
act that monkeys often rush up at the cry of a wounded
ompanion, but as often as not they inflict further injury
ipon the injured one. Stags, in particular, run away at
he first sign of danger and rejoin the does and fawns only
then it is past. When a herd of caribou is fleeing from
uolves, the old bulls, it is true, bring up, the rear and so
xpos~ themselves to being the first victims. But they
iave no choice; they just can’t run as well as the cows
.nd calves.







~7. The most cowardly behavior mentioned






88. “Vulgar,” as used in the first line of the






89. In this passage the writer contends that,
with respect to leaders,
89—1 man is no better off than other ani
mals.
89—2 other animals are no better off than
man.
89—3 wisdom increases with age.
89—4 man is guided by instinct as much as
the lower animals are.
89—5 animals have well-developed in-
- stincts for choosing the right ones. . 89(
90. The writer believes that among animals
90—1 the strong care for the weak.
90—2 the males protect the females.
90—3 the well care for the wounded.
9f1—4 the old protect the young.
90—5 each one must look out for himself. 90(
Do not go on to the next test
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female deer . . . . . 87( ) * * * * *
Scaled Score___________
(See table on key)
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MECHANICS OF’ EXPRESSION
PART I: GRAMMATICAL USAGE
(15 minutes)
irections: Read each sentence and decide whether there is an error in usage in any of the underlined parts of the
~ntence. If so, note the number printed under the wrong word or phrase, and put this number in the parentheses
the right. If there is no usage error in the sentence, put a zero (0) in the parentheses.
~o sentence has more than one error, and some sentences do not have any errors. The sentences are to be judged
~i the basis of suitable usage for general written English.
amples:
~. He says that he ain’t coming home with us today 8( 2 )
1 2 3 4
i this sentence, ain’t is wrong. The number printed below this word, 2, is therefore written in the parentheses.
~. She isn’t ready to go home 9( 0 )
1 2 34
~ this sentence, there is no error in any of the underlined words. A zero is therefore written in the parentheses.
[. The law don’t go into effect until the first of the year
1 2 3 4
~. Thomas seated himself at the desk, carefully selected a sheet of note paper, and begun to write 2(
1 2 3 4
3. As a rule, we civilians know very little about life in the army 3( )
1 2 3 4
~. The results of the conference will not be announced without a complete agreement is reached . 4( )
1 2 3 4
5. The trustees appointed to the presidency a man for who everyone feels great respect 5( )
1 2 3 4
5. The first question that must be answered is this: For whom was the reward intended? 6(
1 2 3 4
7. In them days, when it took three months to cross the ocean, news from Europe was ancient history by
1 2 3
the time it arrived 7( )
4
3. A group of Indians came up and began inspecting our camp; when we tried to stop them, they become angry. 8( )
1 2 3 4
). Ruth had been watching the clock for some time; the moment it struck the hour, Tom and her raced for
1 2 .3 4
thedoor 9( )
). He knew very few of his neighbors, for he had only recently came to the town 1O( )
1 2 3 4
[. The intense heat hampered the firemen, four of who were burned or overcome by smoke 11 ( )
1 2 3 4
l. She asked me to speak a little louder, explaining that she did not hear very good 12(
1 2 3 4
3. Although it was late in April, there was still patches of snow in the shaded spots 13( )
1 2 34
L They are sure that he neither said or implied anything unfavorable to their cause 14( )
1 2 3 4
5. If the berries had been a little riper, they could of been used for preserves 15( )
1 2 3 4
~. All the travelers which made the journey to the Orient brought back tales of fabulous wealth 16( )
1 2 3 4
~. They frankly expressed there disapproval of the senator, who they told us had refused to accept the
1 2 3 4
compromise 17( )
Go on to the next page
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18. Every evening, they used to set on the porch until dark 18(
1 2 3 4
19. The junior class has invited we seniors to a picnic, tobe held the week before commencement 19(
1 2 3 4
20. He was in despair; to who could he turn? 20(
1 2 3 4




22. When he questioned the maid, she only shook her head, for her mistress had told her she was not to say
1 2 3
nothing at all about the recent happenings 22(
-4
23. She was glad to rest for a while before dinner, laying on the sofa with a cushion under her head. . . 23(
1 2 3 4
24. He was still angry, and refused to speak to Helen or I 24(
1 2 3 4
25. The police department announced that weather conditions were so bad that motorists hadn’t ought to
1 23 4
use the Washington Street bridge 25(
26. - The boys worked hard, and the gymnasium was already for the dance an hour before the time set. . . 26~
1 2 3 4
27. John had persisted in trying to carry out his project, in spite of our lack of interest; but he was as sur
T
prised as us when it proved successful
34
28. There was in this country many aliens who were unable to return to their homes on account of the war. 28~
1 2 3 4
29. As the struggle went on, they became completely discouraged and offered scarcely no resistance. . . . 29(
1 2 3 4
30. The company has been steadily expanding, and their are now over 500 employees 30(
1 2 34
31. They use to spend all their holidays at the beach 31(
1 2 3 4
32. The editor took the pages I handed him, glanced at what I had wrote, and told me the article would be
1 2 3 4
printed in the next day’s paper. . . 32C L
33. The opponents of the bill did not believe that either the safety or the neutrality of the country were
1 2 3 4
threatened
34. At the baby contest, every mother was perfectly sure that they had the most beautiful baby 34(
1 2 3 4
35. It is said that the Secret Service knows whom the leaders of the gang are and is preparing to trap them. 35(
1 2 3 4
36. The advice which they gave the young woman saved her and her husband a good deal of money. . . 36(
1 2 3 4
37. As time passes, the prisoners write to their friends and relatives less and less frequent 37(
1 2 3 4
38. He agreed that, in principal, honesty is the best policy 38C
1 2 3 4
39. This new volume is illustrated with seventeen reproductions of Audubon paintings; the most interesting
1
part of the book, however, are the writings rather than the paintings 39(
2 3 4
Go on to the next page~
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:0. It was one of those editorials that do more to arouse prejudice than to enlighten 40( )
1 2 3 4
1. Accuracy of movement, like accuracy of words, are essential to the success of magical rites 41 ( )
1 2 3 4
2. I am both pleased and flattered by you coming here to see me and my family 42( )
1 23 4
:3. She thoughtfully invited several other friends who she was sure her guest would like to meet 43( )
1 2 3 4
4. He looked at me reproachfully when I refused to accompany him, though it was Tom, not I, who had
1 2 34
promised to go with him 44( )
:5. The only occupant of the room was in a chair near the fireplace; he sat there, so still that he might of been
12 3 4
sitting for his portrait 45 ( )
6. Each of the various regions has its characteristic flora and fauna 46( )
1 23 4
7. She curtsied to him, like she wished to convey that she felt how much older and wiser he was than she. 47( )
1 23 4
8. The chairman reports that the work of the specialists who were employed to make a survey of conditions
1 2 3
are nearing completion 48( )
4
9. If they would have built their house on higher ground, they would have suffered less at the time of the
1 2 3 4
flood 49(
0. He doubted whether they would care to go with him, but he resolved to offer them the invitation and
1
leave them decide for themselves whether they cared to accept it 50( )
2 3 4
1. Each one of these plants need a different kind of soil 51 ( )
1 2 3 4
2. The little girl stared at my sister and I asif she had never seen twins before . 52( )
1 23 4
3. The unusually warm weather did not seem to effect his determination to finish the job 53( )
1 2 3 4
1. The terms of the agreement, which is subject to confirmation by the union and the company, was not
1 2 3 4
disclosed .54( )
5. The application of the principles discovered during those years have been of great value 55( )
1 2 3 4
5. The storm had cut off the electricity, but in spite of that, everyone tried to carry on their work as usual 56( )
1 2 3 4
7. Beatrice, who Dante met when he was a child, remained his guiding star throughout his life 57( )
1 2 3 4
~. I was certain they intended you and I to bring the rest of the books 58( )
1 2 3 .4
). We shall be able to spend only a few hours in Washington on this trip, but we are planning to visit the
1 2
White House and the Capital, and possibly the Lincoln Memorial 59( )
3 4
). A competent machinist would not be satisfied with these kind of tools 60( )
1 2 3 4








In the sample, at the place marked 8, no punctuation is
required. “N,” meaning “no punctuation,” is choice 1;
you would therefore write 1 in the parentheses, as shown
above. At the place marked 9, a period is needed. The
period is choice 2; you would therefore write 2 in the
parentheses.





























The owner of the land
around the lake has put a
large advertisement in the
paper for the season of
10
greatest activity in summer-
resort property is just be-
ginning..
11
* * * * *































Directions: In the passages below, at each numbered place, you are to decide what punctuation, if any, is needed,
From the group of choices having the same number, select the correct punctuation for that place. (“N” means “ni
punctuation.”) Write the number of the correct choice in the parentheses at the right, as in the sample.
Sample:










“I was born he replied in
1 2
Topeka Kansas, on April 29
3 4
1905 however, my father a
5 6
Methodist minister was soon
7



























They heard that a mes
12
sage had been sent to Gen
eral Washington, who had
established headquarters near
North Castle and that he
) 13




* * .* * *
)
) . He asked us whether
15
the substance was animal or
) vegetable in its origin
16 17
) * * * * *
) He is one of the best
known modern writers be-
18 19
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20—1 N as the ban on imports was 32—1 N
20—2 “ 20( ) lifted, however an amateur 32—2
32 32—3 ; 32(
Well young man
20 21 22 ~ “ 21’ ~ orchid hunter from Miami 33—1 N
“ ‘ 33 33—2 , .___~3a(
22—1 N
22—2 , Florida, proved that great 34—1 N
22—3 ,“ ~_22( ) 34 34—2 , ___~34( )
23—1 N quantities of orchids, alivehats the meaning of 23—2 t’s and in good condition can 35—1 N
23 23—3 ts’ 23( ) ~. 35—2
be brought back from Mexico. 35._3 ; 35(
24—1 N This man is not a scientist,
24—2 , not even a commercial 36—i N
24—3 ? 36 36-2 36
24—4 ,“ orchid hunter, but just a
tis inquired Jimmys fa- 24—5 ?“ 24( ) man who loves orchids. He
24 25 went into Mexico last month
25—1 with a machete a sheath- 374 N
25—2 3’S 37 37—2 ,___~37(
25—3 375~ ...._.25( ) knife, and a compass, and
26—i N in five days time he had 38—1 N
26—2 , 38 38—2 y’sicr casting a meamngful 26—3 ; ~ ys’ _38(
26 26—4 ,“
26—5 ;“ 26( ) collected 400 plants. Theres 39—1 N
39 39—2 e’s27i N one that he won’t be able 39—3 es’ ~_39(
ok at the clock,,,~ Didn t ~ to classify until he returns
~4” ~ ,,,~, ,~ to his books in Miami 40-1 N
L14 .___.LI~~ ~ 40 40—2 ,._._~40(
28—i N for its shape and coloringtell you to come home 28—2 . are unfamiliar to him. He 41—i N
28—3 ? hopes that its an entirely 41—2 t’sny 28—4 .“ 41 41—3 ts’ 41(
28 28—5 ?“ 28( ) new variety.
Though I traveled 2600 42 1 N
42 42—2 “ 42(
43-iN
miles,” he reports I hardly 43-2 ,
43
43—4 “
scratched the surface. Next 435 •“ ___.43( )
* * * * *
44—iNyear Im going to take 44—2 I’m
44—3Im’ 44( )plenty of time and really
look that country over N
~ :~
45—4 “.___.45( )
Until recently the impor- - * * * * *
Lion of orchids from Mexico 29—1 N
is forbidden even before 29—2
29 29—3 )
at time, the smuggling
orchids into the United 30-1 N
ates wasnt a very serious 30-2 ‘nt
30 30—3 n’t _~30( )
blem for nobody ever 311 N
31 21’~
.Ji)ught back any orchids
rth the trouble. As soon
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Directions: In the passages below, study each numbered word and decide whether the word should be capitalized. If
you think the word should be capitalized, write C in the parentheses having the same number as the word; if you think
the word should be written with a small letter, write s in the parentheses. Some words which should be capitalized do
not have numbers under them. Do not consider such words. You are to be concerned only with the numbered words.
Sample:
His name is henry. 8( s )
8 9 9(C)
“Do you think I should do more reading
about medieval history,” the student asked 1 ( )
1 2 2( )
professor James, “before entering this class 3( )
3 4~ 4( )
which meets on tuesday afternoon?” SC )
5
John looked up from the dictionary and 6( )
6
said, “there is no such meaning given here.” 7( )
7
I stopped in at the office of the beacon
publishing company on fifth avenue, but 8( )
8 9 9( )
my brother had already left for lunch at a 10( )
10
nearby spanish restaurant. 11 C )
11 12 12( )
In the chapter entitled “america is dis- 13( )
13
covered and possessed by europeans” pro- 14( )
1415 16 15( )
fessor beard begins by explaining the desire 16( )
to discover a shorter route to the far east. 17 ( )
17
He tells us that trade with the orient flour- 18( )
18 [
ished during the middle ages. Enterpris- 19( )
19
ing merchants imported tea, silks, spices, 20( )
20
and luxuries. By land and by sea, these
goods were brought to ports on the eastern 21 ( )
21
shore of the mediterranean. Throughout 22( )
22
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, 23( )
23
efforts were made to find an all-water route
to the indies. 24( )
24





~irections: In each of the following groups of words, select the word that is misspelled and put its number in the
àrentheses at the right. If you think all four words in the group are correctly spelled, put a zero (0) in the paren
aeses at the right.
1—i continuous 8—1 brethren 16—i specifying 24—1 catastrophe
1—2 monotonous •8—2 bouquet 16—2 solemn 24—2 bridal
1—3 remnant 8—3 aristocracy 16—3 seize 24—3 colateral
1—4 consperacy 8—4 comendation 16—4 suffise 24—4 ammunition
1—0 none wrong.. .1( ) 8—0 none wrong.. .8( ) 16—0 none wrong. .16( ) 24—0 none wrong. .24( )
9—1 millinery 17—1 sanctioned
2—i kearnel 9—2 occurrence 17—2 receipted 25—i sanitarium
2—2 inaugurate 9—3 legetimate 17—3 registrar 25—2 propaganda
2—3 indefinitely 9—4 provincial 17-4 parliment 25—3 servicable
2—4 inconvenienced 9—0 none wrong. . . 9( ) 17—0 none wrong. .1 7( ) 25—4 privilege
2—0 none wrong. . . 2( ~ 10—i excessively 18—i anniversary 25—0 none wrong. . 25( )
10—2 facilities 18—2 amateur
3—1 anatumy 10—3 detriment 18—3 futile 26-i counsel
3—2 emphasis 10—4 contingent 18—4 cowardice 26—2 concieved
3—3 hereditary 10—0 none wrong. . 10( ) 18—0 none wrong. . 18( ) 26—3 lieutenant
3—4 inadequate 26—4 negotiations
3—0 none wrong. . .3( ) 11—i platinum 19—1 abhor 26—0 none wrong. . 26( )
11—2 panels 19—2 negligent
11—3 appetite 19—3 bazaar
4—i procedure 11—4 efficiency 19—4 greivance 27—i voluminous
4—2 guidance ii—o none wrong. . 11( ) 19—0 none wrong. . 19( ) 27—2 unconsious
4—3 indignant 27—3 extraordinary
4—4 censorship 12—i erroneous 20—i apprehension 27—4 adequate
4—0 none wrong. . 4( ) 12—2 schedualed 20—2 automaticaly 27—0 none wrong. . 27( )
12—3 destiny 20—3 recommended
12—4 diplomacy 20—4 prior
5—i approximately 12—0 none wrong. . 12( ) 20—0 none wrong. . 20( ) 28—i necessitate
5—2 authentic 28—2 symphony
5—3 appropreate 13—i magnificent 21—i rememberance 28—3 suppressed
5—4 bankruptcy 13—2 curiosity 21—2 regretted 28—4 temperment
5—0 none wrong. . . 5( )~ 13—3 disipline 21—3 quarantined 28—0 none wrong. . 28( )
13—4 judgments 21—4 profane
13—0 none wrong. .13( ) 21—0 none wrong. .21( )
6—i sympathies 29—i dormitory
6—2 admireably 14—1 rheumatism 22—i conceited 29—2 miscellaneous
6—3 prosecution 14—2 remedied 22—2 contemporary 29—3 exaggerated
6—4 insight 14—3 persuasion 22—3 critisize 29—4 reimberse
6—0 none wrong.. .6( ) 14—4 ridgid 22—4 cite 29—0 none wrong. .29( )
14—0 none wrong. .14( ) 22—0 none wrong. .22( )
7—i vaudiville 15—i prestige 23—i recquisition 30—1 fervor
7—2 acknowledgment 15—2 rhime 23—2 philosopher 30—2 nuralgia
7—3 alphabetical 15—3 genteel 23—3 prodigious 30—3 prophecy
7—4 apologies 15—4 fiscal 23—4 phases 30—4 pageant
7—0 none wrong.. .7( ) 15—0 none wrong. .15( ) 23—0 none wrong. .23( ) 30—0 none wrong. .30( )
If you finish this test before the time is up, you may
not go back to the Reading Comprehension Test. Do
not go on to the next test until you are told to do so.
0 I 3 7 111I15119123127131l35139l43 47151155159163
~Number Ii iiiIi 1111111 ii liii liii I I
wrong 12 6 1101 14118122126130134138142146 50154158i62t66 Number right
Amount to be III ~—l ~l i—I—-i—
subtracted 10111213I415I6 71819110111 12113114115116 Subtract________
______________________________ ___________ (See table at left)
167171I751791831871911951 99 I1~3I1O7I1fl 115I119I123l127~
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Rac~, Sc.ie l~iffei~ence_________________________
I7017417818218619019419811021106i1 i01114 118112211261±1
— — Scaled Score_________
~25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 (See table on key)
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EFFECTIVENESS OF EXPRESSION
PART I: SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND STYLE
(15 minutes)
Thenceforth, a conspicuous though occa
sional feature of Dickens’ life was the
A-i
public appearances and speeches which he
occasionally made from that time on.
I Few men could excel him
B-N
I. in this occasional oratory:
I as an after-dinner speaker he talked
C-i ~
1. with an ease and grace rarely equaled.
D 1 f And in the setting forth of some great public1. cause—such as particularly that of the poor—
he rose above all others in the matchless
E—i -~ appeal of his words and the matchless power
L of his voice and gesture.
Column 2
f From that time on, public appearances
A—2 .~ and speeches formed an occasional but
1 conspicuous feature of Dickens’ life.
I Better than most he excelled
B-2 -~
~. in this occasional oratory.
C2 J His after-dinner speeches were excellent,
I.. talking with a rarely equaled grace and ease.
D 21 And in setting forth some great public1. cause--—above all, the cause of the poor—
his matchless appeal of words and his
E—2 -~ matchless power of voice and gesture
I. were superior.
Compare the two different versions of each lettered section as given in Columns 1 and 2 above, and answer each
the following questions by putting the number of the correct choice in the parentheses at the right.
A. Section A is better expressed in
A—i Column 1.
A—2 Column 2 A( )
B. Section B is better expressed in
B—i Column 1.
B—2 Column 2 B( )
C. Section C is better expressed in
C—i Column 1.
C—2 Column 2 C( )
D. Section D is better expressed in
D—i Column 1.
D—2 Column 2 D( )
E. Section E is better expressed in
E—i Column 1.
E—2 Column 2 E( )
Directions: Different versions of each passage of prose are given in the two columns below. In this part of the testl
you will be asked to choose the better version of each section. First, read quickly through Column 1 of the passag~





Go on to the next page.
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Column 1
Scientists and inventors in the course of their
work had developed a method for discover
ing the truth about nature and her ways,
this method proved very fruitful of results.
That method requiring as the foundation of
knowledge careful observation, the scien
tist therefore first of all patiently looked
at stars, plants, rocks, or common clay.
(This careful observation disclosed a number
.~ J of facts. When these were collected, they
afforded a basis on which conclusions could
[be drawn about nature and her ways.
This method and its outcome may be illus
trated by a simple example, it being revealed
—1 by study that certain chemicals which are
contained in growing plants are also con
tained in the soil which produced these plants.
(From these facts came the conclusion
1 J that larger crops of plants~ could be pro-1 duced by putting ‘into the soil more chem
[icals of the sort contained in the plants.
This was sheer science~ When the scien
tist applied this method, he did not praise
—1 the crops or the earth, he did not blame
them, either, for all he wanted was to
comprehend their nature and their ways.
Column 2
( In the course of their work, scientists and
F—2 J inventors had developed a method for dis
1 covering the truth about nature and her
[ways which proved very fruitful of results.
That method required careful observation
as the foundation of knowledge. Therefore,
the scientist first of all looked patiently
at stars, plants, rocks, or common clay.
(This careful observation disclosed a number
H—2 J of facts. Which were collected, conclu
1 sions then being drawn about nature and
[her ways on the basis of the collected facts.
A simple example will illustrate this
method and its outcome. Study
revealed that growing plants and
the soil which produced these plants
both contained certain chemicals.
(The conclusion that came from these
“—2 J facts was that larger crops of plants could1 be produced if they put into the soil more
[chemicals of the sort they contained.
This was sheer science. The scientist,
in applying this method, had neither
K—2 praise nor blame for the crops or
the earth; he just wanted to compre
hend their nature and their ways.
,mpare the two different versions of each lettered section as given in Columns 1 and 2 above, and answer each of
.e following questions by putting the number of the correct choice in the parentheses at the right.
F. Sertinn F is better expressed in
F—i Column 1.
F—2 Column 2 F( )
G. Section G is better expressed in
G—1 Column 1.
G—2 Column 2 )
I
H. Section H is better expressed in
H—i Column 1.
H—2 Column 2 Ho
I. Section I is better expressed in
I—i Column 1.
1—2 Column 2 .I( )
J. Section J is better expressed in
J—i Column 1.
J—2 Column 2








Go on to the next page.
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Directions: Read each of the following groups carefully; then decide which one of the four choices in each group i~
expressed most satisfactorily, and put the number of this best choice in the parentheses at the right of the group.
1—1 Holding his umbrella against the wind, the old gentleman stubbornly pressed on to the park to feed the
pigeons.
1—2 The old gentleman held his umbrella against the wind and pressed on to the park stubbornly to feed the
pigeons.
1—3 Stubbornly the old gentleman pressed on to the park. Holding his umbrella against the wind, he wanted
to feed the pigeons.
1—4 To feed the pigeons the old gentleman held his umbrella against the wind and stubbornly pressed on to
the park
2—1 While serving an apprenticeship as pilots, planes were taken up on trial spins, weak little hops to nearby
towns were made, and we had dreary lessons in meteorology in a freezing hangar.
2—2 Taking planes up on trial spins, making weak little hops to nearby towns, and having dreary lessons in a
freezing hangar in meteorology, our apprenticeship as pilots was served.
2—3 During our apprenticeship as pilots, we took planes up on trial spins, made weak little hops to nearby
towns, and had dreary lessons in meteorology in a freezing hangar.
2—4 While serving our apprenticeship as pilots, we took planes up on trial spins, and made weak little hops.
These were only to nearby towns, and we had dreary lessons in meteorology in a freezing hangar. . . . 2(
3—1 It is worth while to read a great many books once, but not many over and over again though a considerable
number merit reading twice.
3—2 Though there are a considerable number of books that are worth reading twice, there are not many worth
reading over and over again, though a great many may be worth reading once.
3—3 A great many books are worth reading once, a considerable number twice, and not many worth reading
over and over again.
3—4 There are a great many books that are worth reading once, a considerable number that are worth reading
twice, but not many that are worth reading over and over again 3(
4—1 The molding of matter by spirit is, under one aspect, Science, Art under another, and seen from still
another aspect Religion. Let us be careful not to allow the molding forces to counteract each other for
they might be made to cooperate.
4—2 The molding of matter by spirit is, under one aspect, Science; under another, Art; under still another,
Religion. Let us be careful not to allow the molding forces to counteract each other when they might
be made to cooperate.
4—3 The molding of matter by spirit is Science, Art, or Religion, under different aspects. Let us be careful
not to allow the molding forces to counteract each other rather than cooperating.
4—4 The molding of matter by spirit is Science under one aspect, Art under another, and Religion under still
another. Let us be careful not to allow the molding forces to counteract each other as they might be
made to cooperate 4(
Go on to the next part.~
IPART II: DICTION
(10 minutes)
Directions: In each of the following items, decide which one of the five numbered words or phrases would most suitably
complete the sentence if inserted in the blank (—). Then put the number of the best word or phrase in the~





1—5 falter 1( )
2. The book is a (——) to the few brave men
who stood by him whçn almost all his
countrymen refused to lend him their





2—5 greeting 2 (
1. The students were requested not to (—)
in the halls or on the school grounds after
they had finished their examinations.
3. Lack of appetite, loss of sleep, and constant
pain gave her a (—) appearance which






4. The greatest (—) to success in his new
work was his unfamiliarity with the Japa








Go on to the next page.
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13. The epidemic continued to (—) every












14. Even the imposing (—-—) of titles which












15. The superiority of the enemy in numbers












16. During the experiment, the temperature of












17. While we waited for the storm to (—), we
sat around the fireplace and listened to






18. The Gould family ( ) moot of its great











19. The food was unfamiliar to all those around
the table, but it was undeniably (—), for











20. He is (——) storyteller, and his friends now












5. The (——) of value for modern monetary





5—5 criterion 5 (







7. The eighteenth-century oil painting which
was purchased in Europe was (—) at a





7—5 remade 7 (
~. The owner of the factory agreed to put up
one-half the amount of (—) needed for






L Because literature was not considered an
honorable calling, (—) literary composi







L The savage, deemed (——) by the civilized







We can easily (—) such services if they





11—5 dispense with 11(
Her childhood faith in fairy tales is partly
to blame for the (—) nature which now


























Directions: Read each of the following groups of sen
tences, and decide what would be the best order in which
to put the sentences, to form a well-organized paragraph.
Write the letters of the sentences in this best order on a
piece of scratch paper. Then answer the questions below
each group by putting in the parentheses at the right
the number of the best answer, according to the order
you have chosen.
Items 1—3:
A. A single passenger got off the sleeping car and looked
up and down the platform.
B. About midnight the train drew into Centerville.
C. No one had come to meet him, so he went into the
station’to telephone.
1. If the three sentences above were ar
ranged in the best order, Sentence A
would be placed
1—1 first.
1—2 directly after B.
1—3 directly after C . . 1( )
2. Sentence B would be placed
2—1 first.
2—2 directly after A.
2—3 directly after C 2( )
3. Sentence C would be placed
3—i first.
3—2 directly after A.
3—3 directly after B 3( )
Items 4—7:
A. Farm, mine, and factory, where things are produced,
employ less than half the nation’s workers.
B. They fetch and carry and make themselves generally
useful.
C. Ours is a service civilization.
D. The rest of them are service workers.
4. If the four sentences above were ar
ranged in the best order, Sentence A
would be placed
4—1 first.
4—2 directly after B.
4—3 directly after C.
4—4 directly after D 4(
5. Sentence B would be placed
5—1 first.
5—2 directly after A.
5—3 directly after C.
5—4 directly after D 5( )
6. Sentence C would be placed
6—i first.
6—2 directly after A.
6—3 directly after B.
6—4 directly after D 6( )
7. Sentence D would be placed
7—i first.
7—2 directly after A.
7—3 directly after B.
7—4 directly after C.
Items 8—12:
A. That is why the brief return of summer weather.
after the early frosts, was called “Indian summer.’1
B. I have recently heard of a new explanation of th€
origin of the term “Indian summer.”
C. However, an additional period of warm weather was~
granted so that they might gather and preserve the
harvest.
D. According to this legend, the Indians had no calen.
dar, and so did not know that winter was approachin~
until warned by the first frosts.
E. They had not, of course, made any provision foi
the winter, and would have had no stores of food:
for the cold season.
8. If the five sentences above were ar
ranged in the best order, Sentence A
would be placed
8—1 first.
8—2 directly after B.
8—3 directly after C.
8—4 directly after D.
8—5 directly after E 8(
9. Sentence B would be placed
9—1 first.
9—2 directly after A.
9—3 directly after C.
9—4 directly after D.
9—5 directly after E.
10. Sentence C would be placed
10—1 first.
10—2 directly after A.
10—3 directly after B.
10—4 directly after D.
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~ems 13—17:
irections: Each of the sentences below represents a
~ragraph which could be used in writing an essay on the
ibject “Military Use of Camouflage.” Decide what
ould be the best order in which to arrange these para
aphs in writing such an essay, and then answer the
[lestions below by putting the number of your choice
i the parentheses at the right.
• The ideal is noninterference with the normal appear
ance of the locality as viewed from the air.
• Photography is more accurate than direct observa..
tion.
• The purpose of camouflage is to render objects in
distinguishable or unrecognizable by means of imita
tion or disguise.
• Effects of light and shade are more important than
color effects in concealing the location of fortifica
tions from aerial photography.
The enemy may have become familiar with the
normal appearance of the locality through observa
tion or through photographs.
13. The paragraph developing A would be
placed
13—1 first.
13—2 directly after B.
13—3 directly after C.
13—4 directly after D.
13—5 directly after E 13(






directly after E 14(
15. The paragraph developing C would be
placed
15—1 first.
15—2 directly after A.
15—3 directly after B.
15—4 directly after D.
15 5 directly after B 15
16. The paragraph developing D would be
placed
16—1 first.
16—2 directly after A.
16—3 directly after B.
16—4 directly after C.
16—5 directly after E 16(
17. The paragraph developing E would be
placed
17—1 first.
17—2 directly after A.
17—3 directly after B.
17—4 directly after C.
17—5 directly after D 17(
ms 18—21:
~ections: Most of the topics listed at the top of the
:t column could be used in constructing an outline for
essay on the subject “Forestry as a Science.” You
to answer the questions following the list of topics by
;ting the number of the best choice in the parentheses
:he right.
a. Conservation of Forests
b. Beginnings of Forest Management
c. History of Forestry
d. Preservation of Balance Between
Growth and Cutting
e. Replacement of Forests
f. The Art of Wood Carving
g. Development of the Science
h. Need for Forestry
i. From Tree Diseases
3. Protection of Forests
k. Tropical Woods
I. Development of Schools of Forestry
m. Methods Used in Forestry
n. From Forest Fires
18. In making an outline for this essay, the
main heads would be
I I. Protection of Forests
18—3 ~ II. From Forest Fires
~ III. From Tree Diseases
I I. Development of the Science
18—4 ~ II. Methods Used in Forestry
I III. Conservation of Forests
I I. Conservation of Forests
18—5 ~ II. Methods Used in Forestry
1111. Tropical Woods 18(
19. In writing the essay, it would be best to
leave out the material on
19—1 Beginnings of Forest Management
19—2 Need for Forestry
19—3 The Art of Wood Carving
19—4 Replacement of Forests
19—5 Protection of Forests 19(
20. The subdivisions under the head “Methods
Used in Forestry” would be
f A. Need for Forestry
20—1 1 B. Conservation of Forests
I C. History of Forestry
f A. Protection of Forests
20—2 ~ B. Tropical Woods
I. C. Development of the Science
20—3 f A. Replacement of Forests1. B. History of Forestry
I A. Preservation of Balance Be-
20—4 ~ tween Growth and Cutting
I B. Protection of Forests
20—5 f A. From Tree Diseases1. B. From Forest Fires 20( )
21. The topic “Development of the Science”
would be a subdivision of the heading
21—1 History of Forestry
21—2 Methods Used in Forestry
21—3 Protection of Forests
21—4 Replacement of Forests
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Items 22—29:
Directions: In the outline below, certain headings have
been omitted. These omissions are indicated by the
numbers 22, 23, etc. First read through the outline;
then answer the questions below by putting the number
of the correct choice in the parentheses at the right.
BAGPIPES





2. Air forced from bag to pipes by player’s
elbow
B. (—24—)
1. One pipe, the “chanter,” which carries
melody
2. (—25—)
III. Early history of the bagpipe
A. (—26—)
B. Use in ancient Persia, Greece, and Rome
C. Introduction into British Isles
1. Credited by some to Romans
2. (—27—)
IV. Present-day use of bagpipes
A. (—28—)




22. In filling in the incomplete outline
above, which one of the following
would you use for heading U?
Air blown into bag
Construction and operation of
the bagpipe
Origin in the East
Bagpipe generally has four pipes
Popularity of the bagpipe . . 22(
23. Which one of the following would you
use for A-i under II?
23—i Construction and operation of
the bagpipe
Bagpipe generally has four pipes
Classified as wind instrument
Air blown into bag
Some pipes which produce con
tinuous tone 23(
24. Which one of the following would you
use for B under heading II?
24—1 Very popular in Scotland
24—2 Air blown into bag
24—3 Construction of the bagpipe
24—4 Continuous tone produced by
“drones”
24—5 Four pipes 24(
25. Which one of the following would you







Air blown into bag
Bag held under the arm
Operation of the bagpipe
Other pipes, the “drones,” which
produce a single continuous
note 25(
26. Which one of the following would you
use for A under heading III?
26—1 Popularity today in parts of
Italy
26—2 Still in use in many Eastern
countries
26—3 Origin in the East, centuries be
fore birth of Christ
26—4 Brought to England by Norse
men
26—5 Usually thought of as Scottish . 26(
27. Which one of the following would you
use for C-2 under heading Ill?
27—i Still in use in many Eastern
countries
27—2 Possibly attributable to Norse
men
27—3 Bagpipes not limited to British
Isles
27—4 Construction of the bagpipe
27—5 Much used today in Ireland . 27(
28. Which one of the following would you
use for A under heading IV?
28—1 Well liked in Italy
28—2 Introduced by Norsemen
28—3 Originated in the East, cen
turies before birth of Christ
28—4 Ancient Romans had a similar
instrument
28—5 Still in use in many Eastern
countries 28(
29. Which one of the following would you
use for B-2 under heading IV?
29—1 Origin in the East
29—2 Italy
29—3 Introduced by Norsemen
29—4 Ancient Rome
29—5 China 29(
If you finish this test before the time is uI
you may not go back to a preceding tes
Number right F
Subtract_______
(See table at left)
Raw Score = Difference______
Scaled Score________
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BIG means the same as
black
.NOW READ INSTRUcTIONS






us is a test to find o’ut how quickly 4nd correctly
u can think.
)u will fihd here several questions. Some of them are
~y. Others are harder. No one is expected to know
answers to all the questions. After each question
ii will find four answers. One of these is the right
swer, but the others are wrong. All you have to do
to read each question and decide which one of the
r answers is right. If you are not sure which of the
ir answers is the right one, then guess.
w look at the first problem in the next column.
~ly one of these fourwords has the same meaning as
G. BIG means the same as “large.” The circle next to
urge” has been marked. Punch the center of this circle
hh your pin.
w try the second problem.
®
ART means “begin.” “Begin” is the right answer.
u èhould have punched the center of the circle next
“begin.”
w try the rest of the problems on this page. Decide
ich of the four answers to each problem is right.
en punch the circle next to this answer.
ou wish to change an answer, punch two more holes
se to this answer. Then punch the new answer in the
~al way. Hold the pin straight up and down when
punch your answers.
©
sure you understand how to work this kind of
blem before you go on to the next page.
To START is to
3 NOW READ INSTRUCTIONS
An ORANGE is a
4




To CHEER means most nearly
7
To PERMIT is to
8













- PRACTICE PROBLEMS (continued)
INSTRUCTIONS
(continued)
Here is another kind of problem. These are arith
metic problems. You are to work out the answer
to each problem, and punch the circle next to the
right answer.
Now look at the first problem in the next column.
Only one of these four answers is correct. At a
nickel for each cigar, you can buy 4 cigars for 20
cents. The circle next to 4 has been marked. Punch
the center of this circle.
Now try problem 12.
The right answer is ~7 cents. You should have
punched:the circle next to 27~ft.
Now try problem 13.
©
Here the right answer is $7.70. You should have
punched the circle next to $7.70.
Now work the rest of the problems on this page.
Decide which of the four answers to each problem
is right. Then punch the circle next to this answer.
DO. NOT DO ANY FIGURING ON THE TEST.
USE A PIECE OF SCRATCH PAPER FOR FIG
URING.
If you wish to change an answer, punch two more
holes close to this answer. Then punch the new
answer in the usual way.
Be sure you understand how to work this kind of
problem before you go on to the next page.
5
How many nickel cigars can you buy for 4
20 cents? 20
10
NOW READ INSTRUCTIONS (~)
25~
You buy 2 packs of cigarettes for 23 cents and 37~p
give the storekeeper 50 cents. How much
change do you get back? 27~
13 NOW READ INSTRUCTIONS (~)
A man spends $1.10 each day for food. How
much does he spend for food in a week?
14 NOW READ INSTRUCTIONS ©
How many dozen will 42 oranges make?
15 -
$2
Bill has $18. This is twice as much as John has. $6




Four men agreed to share equally the cost of a $1.10
trip. It-cost each man $1.10. How much did the
entire trip cost? $5.50
$2.20
Tom spends 15 cents a day for carfare, and $1.75
Jim spends 10 cents a day for carfare. How 85~
much do Tom and Jim spend together for car- $1.00
fare in 5 days? $1.25
18
20
A square lot has two hundred feet of fence 50
around it.How many feet of fence are there on
one side of the lot? 100
75
19
Tom sold 18 pints of milk at 9 cents a quart. 81~













A book closet has six shelves in it. Each shelf 400
can support 100 pounds of books. How many
pounds can all the shelves hold together? 600
1,000




re is another kind of problem.
u are to count the blocks in each pile. Every
ck in a pile is the same size and shape as
the other blocks in that pile. But from one
blem to another the size and shape of the
cks may change.
w look at the first problem in the next
umn.
unt the blocks. There ~re 3. So, the right
~wer is three bl’ocks. The circle next to 3
been marked.
w look at problem 22.
~ right answer is 4 blocks. Only 3 of the
cks are shown. There is 1 more block which
not shown. In the drawing you see that if
lift the top block up with your hand, you
1 see a hidden block in the bottom corner.
~re are 3 blocks in the bottom row and 1
re block resting on top of the bottom
ner block. You should have punched the
~le next to 4.
w look at problem 23.
right answer is 5 blocks.
work the rest of the, problems on this
e. Do not forget to count the blocks which
hidden. Also remember that every block in
ile is the same size and shape as all the
r blocks in that pile. But from one prob
tt~,another, the size and shape of the
cks may change.
when you finish this page. This is the
of the practice problems. Be sure you un
stand how to work the three kinds of prob
s before the test begins.
NOT turn the page until the examiner gives
Si—.
How many blocks?









~W READ INSTRUäTIONS ©
2
3











































































INDECISION means most nearly
fancy
assertion
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE —
5
Fred bought a package of razàr blades. He
gave the clerk a dime and 4 pennies. How
many cents did he pay for the package of
razor blades?
Brown had 9 packages of cigarettes and 4
cans of tobacco. Evans had 7 packages of
cigarettes. How many packages of cigarettes
did they have altogether?
19
An airplane carrier had 159 airplanes. 42
planes were removed. How many airplanes -~
were left?
20
My brother has 87 cows and his neighbor has
64 cows. The neighbor has how many cows












. 24Jones has 4 times as many packages of tobacco
as Smith. Smith has 7 packages of tobacco. 27









Yesterday I had 12 stamps. Today I bought 3 20
stamps, and found 5 more. How many stamps
do I have altogether? 22
30
Some rounds of ammunition were divid~d 19
equally among 7 men. - Each man received 6 37
rounds. How many rounds of ammunition V 42
-were divided? V 49
16
V 15’/2’P
A man bought 5’/2 lbs. of meat at 10’P per lb.
How much did the meat cost? 52’P
4 ‘/~ ‘P
17
Johnson had 13 dollars. When he added his
partner’s to his own, there were 65 dollars:




































































ON TO THE NEXT PAGE —
4
28







































Bill has 6 dollars, Jack has 8 dollars, and Henry $14





A man attended target practice 9 times. He 21
scored 189 in all. What was his average score
for each time? 24
27
Six men went on a trip by automobile. The $2.24
total expense was $13.44, which was shared $2.56
equally. How much was each man’s share of $2.92 -
the total expense? $3.24
~39
21/2
Men start work at 8:30 in the morning and quit
at 12:00 noon. How many hours do the men




A camp has 186 men in three equal groups. 93
How many men are in each group? 33
59




































admitTo CONTRADICT is to reveal
~ Suspect
~ ruined




goatA NEIGH is the cry of a donkey
horse
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE—








At the rate of 9 miles in 15 minutes, how far 24 mi.
will a tank go in an hour? 36 ml.
135 mi.
Tom spends 45 cents a day for lunch. Fred 15~
spends 38 cents a day for lunch. How much
more does Tom spend than Fred for lunches 29~
in a working week of 5 days? 37~
53
$280
Mr. Williams took out an $8,000 life insurance $290
policy. The rate was $25 per $1,000. What




Tom has 15 packages of cigarettes and Bill has
8 packages of cigarettes. Tom has how many
more packages of cigarettes than Bill? 23
3
55
A baseball team wishes to buy uniforms for its $1.00
members. The total cost of the uniforms will be
$52.00 but there is only $25.00 in the treasury. $1.75
The nine, regulars of the team decide to share $2.25
the balance of the expenses equally. How

























How many blocks? 16
27
24
GO ON To THE NEXT PAGE —
--- - -- -- - lu-I
upset










reduceTo SPURT is to
- live
- gush
64— - - -
die










THE TEST. USE If Jim has 5 neckties dnd Bill has 9 neckties, 16




$60Mr. Jackson has $2,000 invested at interest of 5
3%. How much interest does this investment
earn him in a year? $40
$3068
$355A property was assessed at $7,000. The tax $405
rate was $6.00 per $100. How much was the




An officer in the Army is paid $4,140 a year. $295
How much is his salary per month? $255
$385
70 -
1.7Three men caught 81 fish. If each man took 21
one-third of the catch, how many fish would
each man have? 23



































hangTo PLOD is to t~ch
toil
— ending






















































A sentry has 8 hours of sentry duty each night.
He goes on duty at 9 p. m. What time does he
get off?
NOTDOA~y 82
TEST. ~ The scale on a road map reads 1”=22 mi.
How many miles apart are two towns that are
3½ inches apart on the map?
88
83—
You know the mileage reading at the begin
ning and at the end of .a trip. How would you
find the length of the trip?
multiply
84
Mr. Wilson has ~1/~ of his money in a savings
account. The amount of his savings account is
$20.00. What is the total amount of Mr. Wilson’s
money?
85
At 5:00 a. m. the thermometer stood at 7° below
zero. At noon it stood at 10° above zero. How































steadLIEU means most nearly
~ money
brew
NOT DO ANY ~
•URING ON $125
: ThST. How much money must be invested at 4% $130




Angle A of triangle ABC is 40°, and Angle B is 78°




A man has 4 yards of twine. How many pack- 4





At the time that a bush 4 ft. high casts a 48 ft.
shadow 3 ft. long, a tree casts a shadow 36 ft.




The perimeter of.a square field is 140 ft. What 25 ft.
is the length of each side? 30 ft.
35ft.























8How many blocks? 11
10
106 fraudulency
honesty-PROBITY means most nearly tenacity
charity
107 predicament
quirkQUANDARY means most early consolidation
granary
108 — imperil
depressTo JEOPARDIZE is to enwrap
harmonize
109



































~ 36 sq. ft.
A door is 10’ x 5’. A window in the door is 2’ x ~ ~ ft
3’. The wooden portion of the door has an
area of how many square feet? 48 sq. ft.
, 54 sq. ft.
112
How many degrees of a circle graph would
you shade to show that 10% of all the men in
the Army smoke some form of tobacco?
113
The formula for finding the circumference of a
circle is C=2 ir r, where Ccircumference,
ir=22/7, r=radius. If a circular base of a
column has a radius of 14 feet, how many feet
of brass will be need€d to encircle the base?
114
~ 290
An airplane hangar is rectangular in shape. 5200
It is 65 yards long and 80 yards wide. What is




A rectangular field is 300 feet long and 400 feet 1000
wide. Approximately how long would be a











































Digarettes sell 2 packs for 25 cents. If a carton 26~
ontaining 10 packs of cigarettes sells at whole- 50~
ale prices for $1.12, how much money would




he area of a square lot of ground is 81 sq.





t the time that a tree 9 feet tall casts a shadow 54 ft
feet long, a flag pole casts a shadow 60 feet
Dng. How tall is the flag pole? 75 ft
9Oft.
he scale on a map reads: 1 inch equals 225
iiles. The distance between two points on the
iap measures 2% inches. What is the actual
istance between those two points in kilo
ieters? 1 mile 1.61 kilometers.
~house costing $10,000 was’insured for one.
[ear at 90% of its original value at the rate of $10
0~ per $100. How much was the yearly cost $90
insurance for the house?~ $100
























































CHISM means most nearly
party
division















Lrhe weights of each of the five men on a 165
Dasketball team are 151, 172, 158, 164, 180.
What is the average weight of the team? 170
178~
L42
he mileage reading on your car at the start
s 11,503. At the end of a day of driving your
iileage reading is 11,566. If your car makes
4 miles on a gallon of gasoline, how much
rasoline would you use up for the trip?
43
3mith having spent 25% of his money now
~as as much as Brown, who has just increased
us money by 20%. Brown originally had $50.
~ow much did Smith have originally?
44
n a certain company 3/5 of the men are be -
teen the ages 26 to 29. Of the remainder, 2/3
re under 26 years of age and 14 are over 29




rivates Jones and White have $40 together.
1 ¾ of Jones’ money equals ‘/2 of White’s































THIS IS THE END OF THE TEST—STOP HERE.
